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CAMPUSI4 
'Park it!'--our fantastic, wonderful 
list of South Loop parking spots 
VITALITY 
Superchunk! 
See also our new 
CD reviews 
SPORTS 
Should Pete Rose 
be allowed in the 
Hall of Fame? 
Recently purchased 
building to hous 
new Dance Center 
Reception at Student Center 
sheds light on school's new lans 
By Alicia Kelley 
Staff Writer 
Columbia officials were 
pleased to see about 125 stu-
dents and faculty who showed 
up for a reception in the new 
Student Center. " ! am excited 
because students see this as a 
place they wi II come back to, 
even though we are not going to 
have food and beverages," said 
Thomas Harvey, overseer of the 
Student Center. 
·"a'""""'" Council of 
on March I I at 3:30 
p.m. in the Student Center, to 
di scuss future services and pro-
grams which students would like 
to see implemented. Officials are 
also bringing in an architect to 
talk about more space which will 
be needed for the future. 
"Students are looking for a 
space, other than the Hokin , 
where they can control what is 
happening and what is available. 
This is the first step toward a 
real student un ion," sa id Lee. 
in uture. 
acorn from which a tree grows," 
said Harvey. 
School officials noticed the 
excited faces entering the new 
Student Center during the recep-
tion. "This is really nice, I am 
coming back; this is my new 
hang out," said junior Nick 
Priola (Theater), as he entered 
the Student Center for his first 
time. 
building, at 1306 S. Michigan, will be the 
of the new Columbia College Dance Center, 
refurbishment tentatively scheduled to be 
by fall. The structure was bought 
from the city of Chicago for $1.3 
"The plans for the future are 
big," said Dr. Jean Lightfoot 
Lee, Dean of Students. Wi lson-
Taylor has organized a number 
of leadersh ip workshops avail-
able for everyone to allend. 
Officials have scheduled pro-
grams to lit all o f the students' 
different needs. Workshops for 
gay and lesbian students, self-
defense for women, and how to 
survive your freshman year are 
some of the programs which will 
be offered this month. Officials 
have scheduled a blood dri ve on 
March 16 at 9 a.m. until4 p.m. 
for students who want to help 
out the community and local 
blood banks. Lee has plans to 
post calenders in a new g lass 
case between the elevators, on 
the first floor of the Wabash 
building, so students will be able 
to keep track of events happen-
ing in the Student Center. 
Officials want to see students 
gelling involved. 
" If students have~ place to 
go where organized student 
groups advocate messages to 
officials, then we are obligated 
to get back to them. We have no 
avenue like that, and most 
schools do," said Lee. Officials 
agree that students working with 
other students is effective. 
"We have been begging for 
a Student Center for a long time. 
Now we have new fu rn iture, 
new computers, and new part 
time faculty. This is a big step 
because we have never had this 
in our budget," said Lee. The 
new Student Center is located in 
room 3 II of the Wabash bui !d-
ing. 
new Center, which will have its own nA ... ~·~- 1 
ance stage, will replace the current one at 473 
Sheridan. 
"We have plans for a full-
blown student union, and we 
want students to make sugges-
tions," said Lee. Officials are 
" ! am excited that we can 
provide services like this for the 
students, and we can continue to 
The center wi II be open 9 
a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday through 
Thursday. The center wi II close 
at 3 p.m. on Friday. 
Ne\N Digital Media major to combine 
communication \Nith computers 
By Sheryl Tirol 
Correspondent 
This fall, Columbia will have a brand 
new major to otTer students interested in 
computers and communication technolo-
gy. Digital Media Technology will go into 
effect in the fall of 1999. It was created in 
a departmental effort by the academic 
computing department, and took a year to 
prepare and approve. 
This new program is designed to pre-
pare computer and communication techni-
cal professionals. The major 's course of 
studies provides a broad understand ing of 
computers and digital technologies, a solid 
foundation in software applications, high-
ly developed problem solving skills and an 
aesthetic understanding. 
Digital Media will a llow students work-
ing with the technology not only to acquire 
the technical skills but also aspects involv-
ing arts and communication. Students 
graduating with this degree will in tum be 
facilitators, helping others understand the 
software and the steps to what needs to be 
done in their creative work. 
Having worked in an arts environment, 
the students or facilitators will help artists 
realize their vision. 
Rebecca Courington, chair of the acad-
emic computing department, calls the stu-
dents that will be involved with the pro-
gram, "Techies with taste." 
"Our graduates will have a strong 
foundation in hardware and software, an 
aesthetic sensibility and a firm foundation 
based on liberal arts and science c lasses 
that will allow them to facilitate, create 
and influence digital communications in 
business, art and other professional set-
tings. This combination of technical 
knowledge with aesthetic appreciation and 
liberal arts background differentiates our 
program from other more traditional com-
puter science or technical school programs 
and makes it uniquely Columbia's," said 
Courington. 
Students will be taking classes from not 
only the academic computing department 
but also the art department. The program 
aims to give students a solid liberal arts 
background a long with technical skills. 
Students who have interests in other areas 
will be helped to incorporate those elec-
tives into the Digital Media Technology 
major. 
The program will consist of three tech-
nological classes: Computer Technology a 
nd II, and Network !. Once the students co 
mplete these first core classes, they will ta 
ke an exam entitled A+ Certification. It is a 
current industry standard for micro-com-
puter technicians to pass. 
In addition, once they complete the 
exam, students will take Time Based Skill 
classes--Design for Web, Elements of 
Multimedia, and Time-Based Composing 
[. 
There are five areas of exposure. The 
next step would be Producti vity Ski lls: 
Advanced Applications, and Desktop 
Publishing. Productivity Skills classes 
consist of choosing one programming 
class of the students ' choice. 
Imaging Skills consist of: Introduction 
to Computer Graphics, 2D Imaging (art 
department), Technology, Art and Society, 
Computers in the Arts Seminar, and the 
final class will be the Digital Media 
Technologist Practicum. 
Courington describes the last class sim-
ilar to a student teaching program of the 
last year. Students in the pmcticum will 
actually be working in a real lab as a lab 
manager would, working on real projects. 
So what does this major have that simi-
Jar ones don' t? 
Courington said, "The Digital Media 
Technology takes the classes we already 
otTer a focus and an emphasis." she added, 
"This program clearly shows what we do 
entirely different from Multimedia and the 
other programs." 
Graduates of the Digital Media 
Technology will be working in a lab as a 
coord inator or faci litator. They wi ll not be 
producing a product or project, but these 
graduates can assist students in theri pro-
jects. The difference with that program and 
the Multimedia program is that graduates 
of that program are part of a team, and 
each person has a specialty within the 
team, and the goal is to produce a multi-
media project or product. 
Columbia graduates with the Dig ital 
Media Technologist major will lind work 
in senings that value a blend of technical 
skills, aesthetic understanding of digital 
arts and a strong liberal arts background, 
said Courington. These include pre-and 
post-production houses; advertising agen-
cies; graphic art houses; photo labs; mod-
em journalistic enterprises; web-based 
businesses; and small and mid-sized com-
puting fac ilities in business and academia. 
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COLLEGE HOTLINE 
Fly 
·nome. 
Mom's sure to 
make your 
favorite 
for dinner. 
'\. ' 
1 ~ .8.88 ~.4.11 .~2F.L.Y. 
• Kansas City 
• Pittsburgh 
from $29 
from $49 
www. flyv anguard.com 
Open 24 Hours a Day 
• Minn./St. Paul 
• Dallas/Ft. Worth 
• Atlanta 
• Denver 
• Myrtle Beach 
from $59 
from $69 
from $79 
from $79 
from $99 
• Restrictions apJJiy. Prices include $2 per segment FET. 21-day advnnce 
purchase requi red. Faras nre non-refundable. Blackout dntes Apply. 
Seats are limited and may not be nvaltable on :1 11 flights. Prices are 
subject to change and do not Include PFC's of up to $1 2 round trip. 
More circuitous routings will requlro additional per segment chnrges . 
(AMPUS HIWS c .~~.~.C::':i. fl..! ... ~.~.~.~ ····~ In the news The Illinois Education Association (I EA). the largest organi;ation 
of educators in the state, has topped I 00,000 members. Recently. 
the IE/\ has been stressing more compensation for college profes-
sors. Accord ing to IE/\ executive director Clay t- tarq uardt, more 
gains are being won for these professors, including the collecti ve 
bargaining agreement to be signed by members of P-FAC (Part-
time Teachers at Columbia.) 
I 
Raworth teaches students 
the "beauty of being a poet" h 
By Kimberly A. Brehm 
Staff Writer 
"'You must be ruthless in what you write 
to yourself. You must be your own severe 
critic by culling and culling at the words 
until you get to what you need to say." With 
these words, world-renowned poet Tom 
Raworth offered the best practical adv ice he 
knows to the 22 poetry students fortunate 
enough to be taking his classes this semester. 
Raworth has obta ined 
major success within the 
field of poetry. Since 1968, 
he has had 40 books of 
poetry published both in 
the United States and 
England. He is one of only 
a few living poets who can 
claim such distinction and 
Columbia is honored to 
have him teaching two 
poetry writing classes this 
semester. 
Raworth started writing 
poetry in 1966. His fi rs t 
book was published in 
England and it quickly sold 
out. It was reprinted in 
America and earned him 
the Al ice Hunt Bartlell 
Award in 1968. This award 
is prestigious in the poetry 
world and it helped launch Raworth 's career. 
" I was fortunate enough to meet Kenneth 
Coch, a poet in New York who also teaches 
the art. He invited me to do readings in New 
York and other American states. This led to 
more of my work being published and pro-
pelled me toward a following here in the 
United States," said Raworth . 
In 1972, Raworth was invited to teach at 
Bowling Green State University in Ohio, 
and by 1974 he was teaching at 
Northeastern Uni versity in Chicago. Finally, 
after teaching a semester at the Uni versity of 
Texas, he decided the academic life wasn't 
entirely for him. 
"I like students, but I don' t like institu-
tions," explained Raworth . " I can 't work in 
an academic environment, so I now teach 
only one semester a year. The rest of my 
time is spent writing." 
In his short time teaching here, Raworth 
has been very impressed with Columbia stu-
dents. "The quality of writing is excellent. I 
have been genu inely and pleasantly sur-
prised by the level of writing. I must say 
that Columbia students are bener writers, in 
general, than the students I have taught at 
other universities." 
Raworth hopes to leave Columbia stu-
dents with more confidence in their writing. 
He said he wants to expose them to a large I 
array of works to show that poetry can come e 
in many forms. 
" I can 'tteach a student the core of poetry. 
I can ' t make someone a writer - it must be 
inside them. But I can expose students to as 
much as I can in one semester and show 
them the devotion it takes to be a writer," a 
Raworth explaind. " I can also encourage the I 
things I feel are 
interesting about 
their writing and not 
discourage them. I 
ways they may 
can put things in t 
never have read and I 
show them the ful-
ti llment yo u can 
achieve when you're 
doi ng something 
you love." 
Raworth is quick 
to point out that I 
be ing a poet is not a 
very lucrati ve 
career. While he 
admits to a very 
low-level existence, s 
he considers himself . 
lucky. He said, " I · 
don' t have to do I 
what I don't want to. That's the beauty of 
being a poet." Teaching poetry full time is h 
the only way for a poet to make a li ving, 
according to Raworth. He teaches one 
semester per year to support himself whi le 
devoting the rest of his time to his craft . 
Raworth said he writes best when sad or 
depressed; it's only in his work that he can 
find relief from his emotions. " I' m a lazy 
writer. It begins in my head but I don' t write e 
it down until its ready and clear. I may know 
how the poem will begin but I don't know 
where the poem is going when I start. It's 
always a surprise to me," he said. 
Raworth loves the literary life; he has 
made many good friends through the various e 
teaching institutions and publishing compa-
nies he has been involved with. " I am 
extremely fortunate to do what I like to do 
and get paid for it, but I would get just as 
much satisfaction from a poem written down 
in a drawer as I do from poems that are pub- t 
lished in a book. If you believe yourself a 
writer, you are one." 
If you' re interested in Raworth's work, 
he' ll be giving a reading April 15 in the 
Hokin at 4:30 p.m. 
On Campus 
J eryl Lavin has been named the new Director o f Alumni Relations 
at Columbia. Lavin is a 1986 Columbia alumna; she majored in 
Writing/English. She served as the executive director of the Il linois 
Ethnic Coa lition for eight years. 
College life messing with your mind? Under a lot of stress? Fear 
not, fellow students--a Fear, Stress, and Anxiety Workshop will 
be offe red Thurs. , March 18 at 3 p.m. in the new Student Center, 
room 3 11 , Wabash Bldg. For more information, call Student 
Support Services, ext. 8 132. 
Columbia's Chronic Illness/Inj ury/Pain Support organization 
(CHIPS). is welcoming students who live with chronic ill ness, 
inj ury, or pain. The group and support system is comprised of stu-
dents of many di fferent ages and experiences; it meets every 
Tuesday from 3 to 5 p.m. in room 304, Wabash Bldg. Students 
interested can call ext. 8 132. 
CHIPS is also sponsoring a blood drive Tues., March 16 from 10 
a. m. until 4 p.m. in the student Center, room 3 11 , Wabash Bldg. To 
sign up for your appointment to donate blood, visit the registration 
desk in the Wabash Bldg. on Wed., March I 0. To sign up over the 
phone, call Rose Gordon at ext. 7662 or Pallie Mackenzie at ext. 
8 134. 
Around Town 
"Schadenfreude," an improv sketch comedy, is performed every 
Friday and Saturday night at I 0, Heartland Sudio Theater, 70 16 N. 
Glenwood. The perfo rmances include music and monologues, and 
the six-member cast includes 1996 Columbia graduate Justin 
Ka ufmann. 
A recent Chicago Tribune reader 's poll named Schadenfreude (a 
German word meaning pleasure deri ved from the misfortunes of 
others) the city 's Best Alternative Theater Company. 
For more information, call 773-293-0024, or email schaden-
mail@schadenfreude.net. All tickets are $5 per person. 
Attention: volunteers 
Open Hand Chicago, a nonprofi t organization that provides food 
and nutrition services for low-income people affected by 
HIV/AIDS, is looking fo r volunteers to help out at their grocery 
center in Humboldt Park on the West side . Volunteers would deliv-
er meals to homebound clients and work at the centers selecting 
food from clients' preference lists, among other tasks. 
Several shifts are available. To volunteer, call 773-665-1 000. 
Do you want more Columbia students to know about 
your organization/activities? We' ll help you spread the 
word! Please mail the Chronicle any pertinent informa-
tion at 623 S. Wabash, room 205, Chicago, IL, 60605; 
email us at Chron96@interaccess.com, or fax us at 
312-344-8032. 
Student loan volume continues to grow 
Loans, cars, credit cards adding up to massive debt for today's college students 
By Diane Krueger 
Correspondent 
" I' m responsible with my finances," 
said Zorabel Valenciano, Junior, Broadcast 
major at Columbia. "'I try to pay my bal-
ance every month. I don' t owe a lot, but I 
work part-time so I can make my pay-
ments." 
Valenciano, I ike many college students, 
grapples with the burden of paying off 
growing debts accumulated while in 
school. 
According to a survey conducted by 
Nell ie Mae, the largest non-profit provider 
of student loans, the average student debt 
in 1997 was $1 8,800. In 1991 , the average 
student debt was $8,200. 
Student loans make up the largest por-
tion of debt that students accumulate. The 
growing cost of higher education coupled 
with the decline in grants awarded, force 
students who want to attend co llege to take 
out loans. 
The U.S. Department o f Education 
reports student loan volume has more than 
doubled in the last decade, with some 5.4 
million students borrowing $34 billion in 
federal loans in fiscal 1997. 
"We've seen increases for a number of 
reasons," said Gloria Andrews, debt man-
agement adviser at Columbia. "Students 
who can't find jobs come back to school in 
order to get more skills fo r other jobs and 
take out loans." 
While $1 8,000 of debt can cause many 
students to feel as though the burden may 
be too much to handle, advisers believe 
most students will be able to pay ofT their 
loans. 
According to Diane Saunders, 
vice-president of Nellie Mae, a recent 
national survey of student loan borrowers 
helped provide information on just how 
burdened graduates are "once they enter 
'real life' and begin repaying loans along 
with other debts, such as credit cards and 
car loans." 
The study concluded that, whi le there 
are pockets of burden among certain bor-
rower groups, the majority of student loan 
borrowers "are still able to successfully 
repay their student loans without a signi fi-
cant impact on their consumer and social 
behavior," said Saunders. 
The federal government provides limits 
as to how much students can borrow in 
loans per year, so students don' t get in 
over their heads in debt. Freshmen loan 
borrowers are limited to $2,625; sopho-
mores limit is $3,500; juniors and seniors 
have limits of $5,500. 
Last fa ll, Congress passed a law, cap-
ping the interest rate both private and gov-
ernment loan providers could charge at 
8.25 percent. 
Columbia requi res an ex it counseling 
session for all seniors who have student 
loans. "The sess ion lets the student know 
the tota l money owed, select a repayment 
schedule from 10 to 25 years." said 
Andrews. "But we let them know the 
longer repayment schedule they pick, the 
longer it takes to pay back and the more 
interest is charged." 
Credit card debt is another burden more 
students struggle to overcome. In 1996, 
' twenty-something' consumers owed an 
average of $2,400 on their credit cards, 
nearly triple what they owed in 1990, 
accord ing to research conducted by 
Claritas Inc., a marketing research firm in 
Virginia. 
According to research conducted by 
Nell ie Mae, 67 percent of undergraduates 
have credit cards, with 27 percent claiming 
to have four or more credit cards. 
For some students who have a high 
amount of debt, ti ling for bankruptcy 
seems like an intriguing option. By til ing 
for bankruptcy, a debtor can re-establish 
his or her credit. However, there are some 
drawbacks. 
"Federal student loan borrowers cannot 
discharge their student loan debt in a bank-
ruptcy ti ling by federal law," said 
Saunders. Also, bankruptcy stays on the 
debtor 's record for I 0 years and prevents 
being able to receive other credit, such as 
car loans, mortgages, etc. 
A more effective tactic for handling a 
high volume of debt is to seek help from 
reputable credit counse lors, such as 
Consumer Credit Counsel ing Services. A 
credit counselor may be able to a rrange for 
the debtor to consol idate multiple card 
payments into one reasonable payment a 
month or lower interest rates. 
"The credit card industry has poured 
mill ions of dollars into a campaign to get 
Congress to make it easier to collect 
unpa id credit card debt from bankrupt vic-
tims of their high pressure marketi ng of 
high interest credit cards," said Ed 
Mierzwinski , U.S. Pub lic Interest 
Research Group Consumer Program 
Director. 
A person with a $1 ,000 credit card debt 
with an 18 percent annual percentage rate 
(APR) only making the minimum payment 
of three percent would take six years to 
pay in full, assuming all payments are 
made every month. 
"As the credit card industry continues 
to saturate the market with card otTers, co l-
lege-age students and low- income con-
sumers, those usually deemed bad risks are 
easy targets," said Bob Johnson, senior 
research associate at Purdue University's 
Credit Research Center. 
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Parking in the South Loop: A fight for space, rates 
By ae.J-Ia'l'reeroci 
~Editor 
With no official Columbia plrlting lot 
in plate. students must go through the 
daiDiting task of finding plrlting for them-
selves. 
For the person who refuses to pay for a 
plrlting garage and decides to squeeze his 
or her car in between a fire hydrant and a 
driveway, he/she has to circle the area in 
hope that somehow a spot will be open. In 
most instances, when a spot is found, it 
comes along with a "city gumball 
machine'' (otherwise known as a parking 
meter). Meters run from Mon-Sat, 8 a.m.-
9 p.m. For a whole quarter per fifteen 
minutes your car becomes a property of 
the city and subject to the wrath of the 
parking police. always ready to click the 
pen and plaster that ticket onto your win-
dow. Should you decide that meters are 
your thing. good luck trying to find a 
partdng spot in front of any of Columbia's 
buildings. 
If not. then you still have the entire city 
of Chicago in which to find an open meter. 
but then you would likely have to leave 
class in order to feed the meter (thus miss-
ing valuable learning time.) 
Campus 
Safety Week 
emphasizes 
rape preven-
tion 
By Kimbe rly A. Brehm 
Staff ffr11~r 
A woman "alks out o f Columbia after 
her evening class. With her purse casual-
ly thro,,.., o>er her shoulder. she walks 
slowly to her car. It's been a long night 
and the streets are dark as she loses her-
self in thought of tonight 's lecture . 
Suddenly she notices a man walking 
behind her, dressed in dark clothing. Her 
heart begins to beat quicker as her feet 
pick up her pace. She begins to sweat. 
Her inner radar is "aming her she may 
One the rare occasion you find a spot 
that does not have a parking meter, isn' t a 
loading zone, bus stop, snow emergency 
spot or a fallout shelter, then use some of 
that Drivers Ed knowledge and park that 
carl If you decide to take a short trip south 
a few blocks, there always seems to be a 
few spots that do not require an English 
major to understand exactly what the sign 
means. Otherwise, try near the Dearborn 
Townhouses just south of Polk; while it is 
predominantly a residential area, some 
spots become open during the mid-day 
while most people are away at work. 
"Parking downtown takes up too much 
time and adds stress to my life every day. 
An official school parking lot would most 
definitely help everyone," said Casey 
Pulera, Jr. (Advertis ing). Pulera has been 
parking at 727 S. Polk, near the Residence 
Center, for the last two years. 
" I don't like parking, it's a pain in my 
ass. it costs to much money and it's not 
convenient ," said Steve Stanis, Sr. 
Joumalsim. Stanis has been parking at 
605 S. Wabash. 
The best bet is to try the nearly dozen 
and a ha lf parking garages and lots that are 
within walking distance from Columbia. 
On Wabash alone. there are thirteen park-
be in danger. 
The man begins to walk faster. She 
glances over her shoulder but he avoids 
her eyes. The hair rises on the woman's 
arms as her breathe quickens . Just as she 
reaches her car, the man is behind her. 
Before she can scream, a hand presses 
against her mouth as she is pinned to the 
side of the car. 
Columbia is committed to prevent-
ing such an occurrence which is why the 
school is sponsoring Campus Safety Wee 
k from March 8th - 12th. 
This year. Campus Safety Week is 
emphasizing ra pe prevention. The 
week's agenda includes demonstrations 
in physical se lf-defense. physic 
self-defense. and a presentation entitled 
"Tell ing Men 's Secrets." 
"Our goal is to create awareness to 
lessen the amount of victimization that 
can occur. sa1d Martha Meegan-
Linehan. Director of Adminis tra tive 
Services at Columbia. "The best way to 
prevent crime is to be aware and care ." 
Campus Safety Week IS a jo1nt effort 
by Administrative Services and Student 
ing facilities within four bloclcJ either way 
from school. Most of the plrltinglots have 
some sort of student discount or an all-day 
special. With so many parking facilities in 
the area, one may become confused as to 
where to go to find the best rates. 
Here are some options: 
7th St. GaraJe, 7th & Wabash 
Parking Spectal--$5.70, all day with 
valid 1.0. 
Harrison Garage, 605 S. Wabash 
Student Rates 
Half-hour or less--$4 
2 hours or less--$5 
2-5 hours--$7 
5-7 hours--$7.50 
After 4 p.m.special--$5.50 all-day 
Auditorium Garage Inc., Congress 
& Wabash 
Student Rates 
First 2 hours--$5 
2-5 hours--$5.70 
5- I 2 hours--$7.50 
12-24--$9 
Early Bird Rate, Mon-Sat--$7.50 in 
Life and Development. Together, they 
coordinate presentations, videos and lit-
erature to be available for students to 
become more educated about safety mat-
ters. 
" We are targeting specific c lasses in 
liberal education and the freshman semi-
nars .·· said Meegan-Linehan. "Our goal 
is to teach an awareness of self. Your 
chance of becoming a victim is less when 
you project self-confidence and listen to 
your body: · 
Columbia is offering a well-rounded 
program that includes all aspects of sex-
ual assault prevention. Joseph Weinberg, 
a rape prevention educator, is presenting 
a tal k on sexual ethics and gender issues 
to educate on how society perpetuates 
assaults and rapes. 
''I' ll be speaking about psychic 
self-defense ." said Meegan-Linehan. " It 
deals with the psychological aspect of 
the projection of personality and how it 
attracts victimi7.ation and how we can 
stop it." 
C himera, a phys1cal self-defense 
method, will be taught during Campus 
by II a.m., out by 7 p.m. 
Coap-e~~ Hotel Parldat 
AU Day Special--$6 Mon-Sat, in by S 
a.m.-11 a.m. out by 7 p.m. 
Loop Auto Park 
549 S. Wabub 
I hour-$4.50 
1-2 hours-$5 
2-4 hours--$5 .50 
4-6 hours--$7 
6-1 0 hours--$7 .50 
I 0-12 hours-$8 
Public Parking 
State and Harrison 
All day special, Mon-Fri after I 0 
p.m.--$7.50 
520 S. State St-
Early Bird Special in by 8 a.m.-$5.50 
Grant Park Underground Parking, 
Michigan & Congress 
All Day special, unlimited time--$9 
Lower night rates (after 6 p.m.) vary. 
No student rates! 
Safety Week. Chimera teaches practical 
and effective physical strategies against 
sexual ha rassment and assault. The 
course is suitable for women of all ages, 
abi lities and physical condition. 
Dr. Rose Gordon and Columbia 
Security Directo r Jose Gallegos' presen-
tation will include information about 
date rape and drugs that can be involved, 
such as GHB. 
Videos on how to avoid being a victim 
will be shown in the Hokin Gallery by 
Student Life and Development 's 
Madeline Roman-Vargas. "Students can 
watch the movies while eating lunch." 
said Vargas. "The movies' are mostly 
common sense advice, but watching will 
make people think ." 
"I want students to be able to detect 
those in the building with bad intentions 
and assis t others in trouble," said 
Meegan-Linehan. "They could become 
the eyes and ears of the community." 
Schedules of Campus Safety Week 's pro-
grams are posted in all campus buildings. 
The Are major? you a journalism Do you want a pay-
AWTAR~ 
WiooioQ 
WEbsiTE 
ing job next semester that 
could greatly help your 
career? 
THE CHRONICLE is looking 
for student editors and 
advertising managers for 
the 1999-2000 school year. 
For more information, call 
ext. 7343 or email us at 
Chron96@lnteraccess.com. 
THE CHRONICLE 
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Mon., March 8th 
Tues., March 9th 
MARCH 8-12,1999 
Movies in the Hokin Callery 
Theme: Saftty 
623 5. Wabash 
12:oo-r:oo p.m. 
Self- Definse Workshop fOr Women 
~ ~ . ) 
Presented by Chimera, Inc. 
623 S. Wabash- Room 311 
12:oo-r:oo p.m. 
Wed, March 1oth Psychic SelfDefinse 
How to Avoid Being a Victim 
Presented by Martha Meegan 
tt:oo a.m.-12:p .m. 
624 South Michigan Room 909 
Wed, March 1oth What you should know about 
Date Rape Drugs Presented by 
Rose Cordon & jose Gallegos 
623 S. Wabash-Room 311 
COLUMBIA CHRONICLE H 
10:30 a.m.& z:oo p.m. (Two presentations} 
Thurs. ,March nth Telling Mens Secrets 
Presented by j oseph Weinbe~ 
Fri., March 12th 
624 S Michigan Room 1005 
8:oo a.m.-g:15 a.m. 
624 S Michigan Faculty Lounge 
g.30 a.m.-10:45 a.m. 
624 S Michigan Room 1001 
n :oo a.m.-12:15 p.m. 
624 S Michigan Faculty Lounge 
12:30 p .m .-1:45 p.m. 
624 S Michigan Room gog 
2 : p .m .-3:15p.m . 
Movies in the Callery 
Theme: Saftty 
623 S. Wabash 
12:oo -1:00 p.m. 
Materials on display in the lobbies, 6oo S. Michigan and 
623 S . Wabash 
SPONSORfT) BY STIJPENT LIFE 
& 
THE DEPARTMENT OF SECIJRITY Columbia con•&• Chlca&o 
Editorial 
Student union a 
necessity, not a 
luxury 
Could Columbia's students 
benefit from a student gov· 
ernment organization? 
It has been a long time since anyone has 
unered the words "studem government" 
around Columbia. Such an organization 
" ould magnify the voice of the studem pop-
ulation at the school. which at the moment is 
effectively nonexistent . At the moment. any 
student ideas (or beefs) must be proposed and 
dealt with by that student indi vidually. 
Currently. such an organization is the last 
thine from many students' minds. and this is 
understandable. Most Columbia undergrads 
an: either part-time students or commuter 
students. They don' t have the time or the 
dri•·e to eet involved with school any more 
than thev-have to. 
This is a shame. especially when it comes 
to student issues. Aside from making a few 
gripes. the average student 's voice _is pit ifully 
small to express his or her vtews tn matters. 
from student ideas to problems "' ith classes. 
etc. 
... tit~ coll~g~ t:lln 't do it lllont. Wltllt 
Colwrrbill nuds is ll smll/1 cort of swdtnts that 
"'""1 to bt llctivdy in•·olvtd in colltgt /if~ and 
lttn·t tit~ tim~ lind tit~ ~nagy ntussary to put 
into "possibl~ stud~nt go•·anm~nL 
The closest thinl! Columbta has to a stu-
dent union is the Student Organtzallon 
Council. "'hich governs the doings of the 20-
odd student organizat ions (Latino All iance. 
Columbta t;rban :.tustc Assoc tation. et al. ) at 
the school While the S 0 C. o• ersees the 
acU\IUes of these 01'1!3.ntzallons. 11 certamh 
does not fulfi ll the need In pro• idtng a vOICe 
for those students that " ant to tmpro• e stu-
dent hfe be) ond those organtzallons 
The collel!e tS to be commended for gen-
eral!) t.altng-students' suggestions and prot>-
lems senousl) The) ha• e gone out of thc tr 
"a} to tmpro• e student It fe the ne \\ 
Student Center m the \\abash Bldg. for 
eumple. furntshes a bad I) -needed qUiet 
space a"'") from the hbrar: \lassl\e and 
even costl) student sune)S for the L -Pass 
and proposed on-campus chtld care ha• c 
~ taken to If) to get the pulse of the 
Columbta student communi!) 
But the college can't do 11 alone \\ hat 
Columbta nuds ts a small core of students 
that "ant to be actl'el) m•ol-cd m college 
hfe and ha•e the ttme and the energ; nece'-
=': to put tnto a p<XStble student unton 
Tiles<! studenu could act as ambas.-.adors to 
nevo. students. spomor college-"' tde student-
orten~ actl\tltes (whtch currently extst but 
ar< sore!; underanended ). and act as 
oml:""bma~ for common "udent problem• 
A student g01<emment organ""'""" would 
only tmpro-..e the quahty of student hfe • t 
f'olumbta ben htgh Khool• have Che•e 
Ol'g;ltl".atl')O! If the college " to c-><pand •t• 
cffr,n tn "catmg a 'IChool that " more hke a 
Uadlhon<~l college campo;•. che <tudent< mu<l 
do thetr part. m that ca<;c, an <><ganl/..tltnn of 
th13 lond " no< only dewaolc. tl ,, vtlal lc 
come• down "' how badly the <tudent• wane 
It and whether a ftw ,tudent< wtll <tcp up I<> 
fill th•• gap1 ng vmd 
All Columbia studen1a are tnvrted to wote 
a (;I;JMI co!vmn for The Columbl• Chronicle. 
CofllfT)(l$ Shovld be no len than 600 words •n 
fJngth and must contam your full name ~tnd 
contact Info If yoo are tn1ere~led or have IJny 
qu.M.OOS c-9 312-l«--7~3 and as~ for B•lly 
M send hom &-ma·4 Itt Mr9111y18@aol.com. 
COWMBI! (HRONICI1 
COLU M81A ' !I C HOI C E 
Gun Users, Not Makers, 
Responsible For Safety 
B~· Robert Funk 
Dmi; Karuan 
Cnn·ernl) of Kan.saJ 
T" o Brookl) n teenagers recently 
"ere pia) ing "11h a gun they had 
boul!hc on the black marker when 
one -shoe che ocher m che head. l'he 
"-Ounded ceen h\Cd and sued the gun 
mdustl') A New York j ul') found sev-
eral gun makers responsible for the 
acctdencal shootmg 
The deetston. although concro•cr-
stal. opens che door co stmtlar la\\ -
sulls m ocher ctlles such as Chtcago. 
' •"' Orleans and \ll tamt lc's nor 
real!) tmportanc co underscand " hY 
started our shoocing a BB rine. He 
was taught chat you always keep the 
gun poinced ac che ground and that 
you never. ever poinc ic ac people. He 
"'as taught to be very careful where 
he shoe the gun and to scudy the 
background to see whecher there "as 
anything chere thai should be avoid-
ed He was caughc co keep che gun 
unloaded whenever possible and 
al" ays to use che safecy. He was 
caughc char the gun was nor to be 
fired 111 to"n In face. 11 never should 
be our o f che gun cabmel cxccpc for 
appropriate use or cleanmg. l'he 
young man was cnughc ne• er to horse 
around " tth che gun or to sho" 11 otT 
That's right -- we have NO letters th is week. So go 
and write somel chron96@interaccess.com 
che dectston was concroverswl or co 
evaluate tiS -alue as precedenc for 
fucure •um lc ' ' tmponanc co ask 
why che JUry blamed mnnuf,tclurers 
for the act tons of an mdtvtdual 
I'll make my poml by celhng a 
story A boy st:lned playmg wtlh loy 
guns(a< many ooy• do). and h" pJr-
enl• <taned co ce.tch htm chc dtffer-
ence hecwccn coy gun• •nd rertl guns 
I hey cold htm chat alchough 11 w.ts 
OK co pomt and <hooc pl.ty gun• uc 
che ocher ktds. one mu<l never do chuc 
wtlh rea l gun• 
I oy gun• dnn'c hurt people. chey 
<a td, but real gun• do !{cal!!"'"· ltke 
lhO\C 111 Dad '• gun cabinec. were 
very ddngerol" .md were nor for 
k•d• 
When he goc older. hi' d.td (o for-
mer Army dnll •cr11eant) curcful ly 
tnlroduccd htm to rc:tl gun• I he boy 
Co fnends 
lie slowly moved up chr gun lad-
der. so co <peak lie began shooung a 
22-caltber rine and a .410-gauge 
•hocgun. lie scarred wich bolt act tons. 
chen moved up co semiautomatics. 
lie learned how co shoot a handt;tun. 
agatn <lanmg w11h o BB piscol -ond 
worktng his way up l'he young 111011 
dtd a lor ofhunltng and a lor of carget 
•hooltng m chose early years By chc 
11mc he wa.s rc.uty to move out of his 
parcncs' hnme. he wu< flmly well -
versed "' che re$pons ible usc and 
t~1rc tlf firearm~ 
l, tvmg on Ius own. he conl tnued 
to enJoy ll""' lie no lonl!er enJOyed 
huncinl!. hue he .rill cnJnye<l lltrl!cl 
shoOI1111! lie bollun co llcccinl! 
tircurm< lie boul!hl hnnd!!ult<. ri lles 
nnd •hotl!uns I lc l!l'l incu more c'ol-
ic wcufX""· such ,,. rt-T-'1<. SKS<. 
See Guns, 
page 7 
Taking the 
public ftr a. .... ~--~ .......... 
_::::::::= 
Rachel Barton's fight for jus· 
tice was anything but 
True story: A Norrh Carolina man purchased 
a box of twelve rather pricey cigars, and insured 
them against fire. Not water, fi re. After smoking 
the cigars (using fire to light them, of course) the 
man figured he had an inge-
nious claim against the insur-
ance company and filed for 
damages. 
Billv 
O'Keefe For obvious reasons (if 
Viewpoinrs!New you don't know, stop reading 
Media Editor immediately), the insurance 
company refused to pay the 
man, and he filed suit. Since the cigars were 
insured against such activity, the judge ruled in 
favor of the man. With money up to his ears, the 
man celebrated by marrying the woman who 
sued McDonald's after spilling hot coffee in her 
own lap. 
Pretty smart guy, right? Not exactly. In the 
time it takes to say "that's a pretty stupid idea," 
the insurance company fi red back and had the 
man arrested - and convicted - on twelve sep-
arate counts of arson. 
If only every case could go so well. 
Unfortunately, the torch has been passed on to 
younger, fresher talent, in order to insure disor-
der in the court for years to come. The rookie of 
the year? Rachel Barton. 
''I'm really quite stunned. I thought juries had 
more sense than that." 
- University of Chicago law professor 
Richard Epstein 
On Jan. 16. 1995. renowned violinist Rachel 
Barton boarded a Metra tra in to Winnetka. 
where she gave privace lessons. An occasional 
rider of the train, Barton brought with her four 
separate items: a lunch bag; a purse; a book bag; 
and an Amati violin. aged over three centUJies 
and \\Orth around half a million dollars. 
When she arrived at her destination, Barton 
struggled with all her luggage to exit the train. 
When the doors closed. the violin was caught 
tnside wllh pan of the strap. most of" hich still 
reseed on Barron ·s shoulder outside the train . 
Rucher chan free herself from che strap. Barton 
"Jiced for J conduccor co spot her and reopen the 
doors. II did not happen. and the crain staned to 
mo•e. Her arm still inside che strap, Banon was 
dragged near!) 400 feet tJ.,fore che Crain came co 
,, h~lt Her left leg \\US severed in the accident. 
her nght leg maimed. 
"Whac do you chink ) our legs nre "onh'~ You 
can 'c put n price on chat." 
- Juror Lrsa Otrorr 
Still. D"on .md cle•cn ocher jurors dtd just 
chnc. fh is pnsc 1\tondn) . Barton wus n"nrdrtl a 
sum ur $29 6 nulhon tloll.1r.; in her lu.• ·uit 
.tgnmst Cht~ago N<>rth Wesccm l{uilroad Union 
l'.tctfic and 1\ lctro: over S ll!.' million from 
C&NW. over $9.9 million fn.>m ~etro . fh.- jul') 
''" !!"'" II) ·"•nn.kd chc vil•linist over 10 millllln 
bur subcr,t~cctl 4 5 pcn:cncufthe dmm~gcs "h<-'n 
chcy n~rccd thlll Bflrton " fiS ~ -S p.:n:o:nt rcs~x·n­
siblc fur the nushup. (You rcmcm~r the l.tSt 
rime you 1\Crc 4.5 pen:cnt rcsp(lnsiblc tbr svmc· 
chu11!· dun'c \'ou'!) 
N<m. 11·s· no sccroc char what hllpp.'nt'lf tl> 
l{nchcl llnrt<•n "ns 11\' 1\tl. u one sht>ulll hnvc 1\1 
Story continues 
on page 7 
Give 1.11111 you a• fnxc1111, c-n\nll, lcttca•to~ nnd anoa•c! 
l!dltort•lt era the opinions of the Cdltor1111 Board of n•o 
Columllrll Chronlri<J Columns 9re che opinions Of tl•e Altlhor(s) 
Vtewt upreued In thlt publlce tlon are tholt Of the 
writer and •'• not the optnlont of Tile Columb/11 Cfrronlole, 
Columbl•'• Journ•lltm Oepar1m•nl or Columbl• College 
Chlctgo. 
LtHtrtl to lht l!dltor lTIUit lntludt VO\If fUll llllnlt, )1\1~' 
major. 1>11d 11 phone f\ut11b@r All lttl'l!l'l 11re tdtttld for g,.nm~• 
<Jrtd tHey t>.J cut due to th11 limited 11m untul IPIIC::. avlllhtbl 
Lt Hart cen be futd to ut 312~ .. 0)2, 1-IMIIM to 
Chronllll@h1tareccau.oom or rnall.cl to nt. Colllltlbllt 
Chrotllcl• c/o l.•tttfs l'b I'll• ld/tof', U3 S . Wllbetall Aft. , 
Suite ZOS, Chlo•go, IL IOIOS, 
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Taking the public for a ride continued from page 6 
suffer through that kind of pain, that kind o f 
loss. Thus, you're probably saying to your-
self, "What is this, a news story!? Tell me I 
don't know!" Well calm down, because this 
is where the debate begins. 
The central argument in the case is 
whether Rachel Barton had the power to free 
herself from the shoulder strap, and whether 
or not she suffered because she tried to save 
her violin rather than remove her arm. 
Barton ' s attorney, Robert A. C li ffo rd , 
claimed that the doors trapped her in the 
strap. The defense argued otherwise, and 
they won the argument standing still, even if 
the jurors did not take notice. 
Clifford never denied testimony that 
Barton made no attempt to struggle free until 
after the train was moving. Not only does 
this not push the claim further, it clouds its 
factual truth; how could Barton know she 
was pinned by the strap if only then she tried 
to free herself'? After all, it's that much hard-
er to free yourself when fighting the addi-
tional momentum of a moving train . Such 
questions were never answered head-on, and 
suspicions arose that Barton was foolishly 
trying to save the expensive violin rather 
than ponder the consequences of such a 
maneuver. 
-On the Web -
For another view on the Rachel Barton stc -y, 
read Contributing Editor James Boozer's arti-
cle at www.ccc hronicle .com. 
Instead of fighting facts with facts, 
Barton 's team countered w ith theatrical re-
enactments of the events (even hiring a dou-
ble to play Barton), provoked unnecessary 
exploration of the difficulties o f everyday 
life since the accident (sex and bathroom 
activity being the most emphasized for some 
odd, odd reason) and then used the media to 
chastise the defense for vio lating her privacy 
during cross-examination on these same top-
ics. 
Instead of facts, Barton's lawyers 
employed tear-jerking techniques and fluff 
straight out of Sally Jesse Raphael country. 
"What we were worried about was that 
Rachel was really upset about the way she 
looked - her physical appearance," noted 
juror Ken Strzelczyk. 
It's not at all wrong to feel concern or at 
least pity for Barton's plight - IF you' re 
watching the case on television. The court-
room, however, demands a tad more o bjec-
tivity. Just a tad. 
And you know what? The jurors lived up 
to such expectations beautifully. And you 
know what else? I just lied to you. In fact, the 
behavior of the jury was anything but profes-
sional. They became overtly friendly during 
the course of the trial. They cried foul to the 
press when the defense was "cruel" to and 
"harsh" on Barton. When the verdict was 
read, every single Juror embraced Barton in 
some way, most often with hugs. Said Barton 
herself, "We felt like old friends ... It was 
very personal." My sentiments exactly. 
Perhaps the jury got a lesson in courtroom 
etiquette from Barton herself: After the vic-
tory, the violinist promised court clerks and 
bailiffs a private concert. The offer has yet to 
be denied. Talk about taking sides. 
.. .. . 
" I do hope that you wi ll now allow me to 
put the public aspect of this terrible tragedy 
behind me and allow me to focus on my 
music." 
. - Rachel Barton, after the verdict 
was announced 
Now that the trial is over ( for now, until 
the losing parties appeal the case), Barton 
would like very much to have her life back. 
According to her, it was extreme ly difficult 
to reli ve repeatedly the events of four years 
ago during the course of the month-long trial. 
Of course, it's not as if she didn't have a 
choice. Barton and her attorneys were 
offered as much as $10 million to settle out 
of court, away from the supposedly unwant-
ed spo!light of the public and the press. They 
turned down the offer, and refused to listen 
any further. 
So either Barton is ly ing through her 
teeth, or she's been smitten by the possibility 
of turning her accident into a big payday. 
Will $30 mi llion repair the damage that $ I 0 
million could not? Of course not. So, as we 
college brats say, what's the dilly? 
It's s imple. Barton's lawyers knew they 
had emotion on their side, and they turned 
that emotion into the cash-making Kleenex 
fest it was. Clifford originally asked the jury 
to consider rewarding Barton a staggering 
$66 mi llion in damages, and then upped the 
ante all the way to over $520 million at one 
point. The basis o f such a spike was that, 
according to Clifford, if the jury wanted the 
rail companies to be "punished" for what 
Guns continued from page 6 
AK-47s and tactical shotguns. respect life. 
they supposedly did to Barton, such an 
amount would do the trick. 
Never mind that the many thousands of 
people who ride Metra every day would be 
punished as well, with necessary rate 
increases, in addition to innocent workers 
who might be out of the job if such a finan-
cial hit were to take place. And it doesn ' t 
matter that, as several jurors childishly 
noted, the people in this case would never 
ride a train the same way again. That's both 
stupid and selfish. 
The fact is, mill ions of people ride the 
train every day, and safely. And you know 
what? It 's not hard at all. The doors open, the 
doors close, the train moves, usually on a 
track. If you have tons of luggage to carry 
with you, take a cab, or organize yourself. ( In 
Barton 's case, stuff the lunch bag and the 
purse in the backpack. Smoosh the sandwich 
if you have to.) Of course mishaps will still 
happen, but does that mean we should reduce 
ourselves to ch ildren, and the train and all 
that surrounds it to a nursery? If we're not 
blaming the train stations and companies for 
mishaps like Barton's, we cry foul and build 
a sign whenever and wherever a car gets 
smacked around trying to race through the 
gates as they're coming down. 
• •••• 
" I hope to be known for my music and not 
for my injuries." 
- Rachel Barton, after the verdict 
was announced. 
Not I ikely, not after the regrettable events 
o f the past month. There is so much that is 
wrong with this case and its execution, far 
too much ground to cover in such a short 
amount of space here. Perhaps Barton is not 
at fault, and perhaps she was trapped. But 
who really knows, after the despicable, 
manipulative case her lawyers presented? 
Barton and company should be viciously 
ashamed of themselves for this blatant dis-
play of self-righteous pseudo justice. 
Whether Metra and C&NW appeal the ver-
dict will largely depend on the publicity such 
a move would generate (probably not good). 
In any case, the rail companies deserve a fa ir 
shake . Here's hoping they get it. 
Sources: WGN-TV, Chicago Tribune, 
Chicago Sun-Times. 
The format ive years of Timothy Me Veigh, perhaps? Nope. The 
story is autobiographical. 
I'm just a mild-mannered student trudging through his final year 
of classes and preparing to start a career in business. 
I don ' t belong to a mi litia. I' m not even a NRA member. In fact, 
I' m a ll for practical gun control such as waiting periods and back-
ground checks. 
One of two th ings happened in New York. Either the teenagers' 
parents were AWOL when they should have been doing their job, or 
the kid knew about the dangers of firearms and simply put that infor-
mation aside. If you want to hold someone responsible for what hap-
pened in Brooklyn, look to the parents or the kid, as appropriate. 
Don' t blame an inanimate object, and don't blame the people who 
make them. 
Although I probably have enough dangerous weapons to make 
most people nervous, that kid in Brooklyn with the stolen handgun is 
much more dangerous than I' II ever be. Why? Because my parents 
did their job. 
They taught me to own and use guns responsibly. They taught me 
to respect the property of others. Most importantly, they taught me to 
Guns don ' t kill people, people kill people. It's an old cliche, but it 
still rings true. We can't make the world completely safe, no matter 
how hard we try. People need to take responsibility for their own 
actions, and we need to place that responsibility on them. 
11;! College Press Exchange, 1999 
Shameful News Call: Is there any story that NBC News will not air? 
By Eric M ink 
College Press Exchange 
After watching the 32-minute "Dateline" 
segment on Juanita Broaddrick, the Arkansas 
woman who last year accused Bill Cl inton of 
raping her nearly 21 years ago, I have only 
one question: Is there any story that NBC 
News will not air? 
Indeed, from the way " Dateline" producer 
Ellen Mason and her senior colleagues con-
structed the story to evoke sympathy for 
Broaddrick, to follow up questions that cor-
respondent Lisa Myers didn't ask, to infor-
mation that was left out, it appears that this 
story aired not because it was important, sub-
stantive, significant, relevant or timely, but 
because it was sensational and salacious and 
because Broaddrick talked to NBC on cam-
era. Period. 
Yes, the piece included information that 
raised doubts about Broaddrick's claims. But 
the material was presented as if it were oblig-
atory and sandwiched between other story 
elements that cast doubt on the doubts them-
selves. 
Dubious moments: 
-Myers asked Broaddrick why she and her 
then-husband attended a Clinton fund-raiser 
three weeks after Clinton supposedly raped 
her. " I think I was sti ll in denial," Broaddrick 
rep! ied, about "exactly what had happened to 
me., 
Myers' fo llow up: Zero. No "'Denial'? 
You mean you weren't sure what had hap-
pened to you?" Nothing. 
-Asked if she could understand why peo-
ple might be skeptical of her, Broaddrick said 
yes, but she feared " I would be destroyed 
like so many o f the other women have been." 
Myers' fo llow up: Zero. No "But you said 
no one ever tried to pressure or intimidate 
you to keep s ilent." No "Who has been 
destroyed for speaking out?" Nothing. 
-Myers failed to point out the consistent 
pattern of the Broaddricklrape story surfac-
... will return next week. So get excited. 
ing whenever anti-Cl inton forces get desper-
ate: in I 992, with his presidential campaign 
gathering momentum; in 1998, days before 
Paula Jones' lawsuit was thrown out of court; 
late last year during the House's considera-
tion of impeachment, and last month, as the 
case against Cl inton was foundering in the 
Senate. For that matter, Myers didn't men-
tion that she already had reported the basic 
elements o f this s tory, including 
Broaddrick 's name, on the "NBC Nightly 
News" of March 28, 1998. 
The presence of such high-level connec-
tions suggests the possibility that Starr 's dis-
interest in Broaddrick had less to do with a 
lack of relevance than with a lack of sub-
stance. 
Everything about this story screamed 
"Stop!" But NBC News, following the lead 
of Internet gossip-mongers, said "Yes!" 
For shame. 
11;! Knigh t-Ridder Tribune, 1999 
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The Columbia Chronicle and 
Universal Pictures in-rite you 
to a special advance screening 
liJI OAR1l e»UI 
YOU'RE LIVE ON 
EDtv 
For your chance to win tickets, simply bring a candid photo of yourself 
in an embarrassing moment to the Columbia Chronicle office 
(Wabash Bldg., Suite 205) beginning March 15. The person with the 
most embarrassing photo will also win an EDtv promotional prize pack. 
EDtv opens nationwide on March 26! 
M&Li;i4ii:MI#€€ 
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1 11111 Pick lillie week: 1 
L----------------~ r----------------~ One of indie rock's finest bands will tear bounces around the right side of the stage I through Chicago this Monday night when whi le drummer Jon Wurster hammers away at 
Superchunk hits the stage of Lounge Ax his drum kit. All of this energy on stage is 
(2438 N . Lincoln Ave.). They have been in countered with energy from the crowd which 
the music business together for a decade now, translates into a bu:~:z that fi lls the room. 
and Superchunk That buzz 
knows what the has made 
fans want. The Superchunk a 
Chapel Hill- h ouse hoI d 
based quartet is name for music 
known for their ins iders, but 
spirited and fas t- has never gar-
paced I i ve nered them the 
shows. mass appeal 
They did just they deserve. 
that last Mainstream 
February when radio stations 
they treated a and MTY have 
sold-out Lounge shied away 
Ax crowd to an from them, but 
energy fi lied set S u p e r c h u n k 
of hits from doesn ' t mind. 
their six full- They continue 
length releases. to put out great 
Songs like records and 
"Seed Toss" their live shows 
(from "No are always 
Pocky For highlights. 
Kitty"), "From Expect to 
The Curve" fee l the power 
(from "On The of Superchunk 
Mouth") and as soon as they 
" S I a c k step on stage 
Mot he rfucker" Monday night. 
(from their self- Here 's a hint: 
titled debut) Bring some 
~d the crowd earplugs. 
jumping around Lounge Ax is 
all night long. Superchunk is (from left to right) Jon Wurster, Mac not only one of 
There is no rea- McCaughan, J im Wilbur and La ura Ballance. the smallest I 
son to expect venues m 
anything but the same from these indie rock Chicago, but it can also be one of the loudest. I 
veterans. And that's just the way Superchunk likes it. 
Lead singer and guitarist Mac McCaughan As always, Lounge Ax is a 2 1-and-up 1 throws himself across the stage as he rips venue. Tickets cost $10 and can be purchased 
through hi s guitar with raw emotion. Guitarist at the door. Doors open around 7 p.m. and the 
1 Jim Wilbur likes to joke with the crowd in music will start around 9 p.m. Expect this between songs. Bassist Laura Ballance show to sell out. 
L----------------~ 
WCRX's delves into diversity 
By Jennifer Dickerson 
Slaff Wriler 
Checking out WCRX's Chicago's Underground 
music spec ial is a blast. It's four hours of music 
you can't hear anywhere else on the radio, and it's 
more than you' d expect. 
One of the highlights was Qua'Diction's spec ial 
poetry hour, which rocked the house when Luis 
" Too Live" Lopez recently brought in his young 
fans to check them out - the response from the 
kids really got everyone pumped up. Neo-Nate 
from Qua' Diction opened the Poetry Hour at 9 
p .m. and he gave a taste of how poetry should be 
told - with a microphone, on the air. 
For the next two hours, thumpi ng music you 
j ust don ' t hear on any other stat ion was jacking 
with the best beats around. Striving for original ity 
and spinning super underground music, this radio 
station is giving their listeners what they want -
funky music and a live guest OJ every night. 
All music is checked with care by OJ manager 
Jamie " Jackin"' Larsen, and if the master copy 
sounds good there 's a good chance he' ll play it. 
Each OJ who walks into the studio is experienced 
and it's obvious they all love what they do. 
A non-profit-organ ization, WCRX is the station 
to tune to. With the best music heard first on this 
station, the club scenes will be jealous of WCRX's 
enormous variety and dedication to keeping their 
audience tuned-in and happy. 
Old school , new school, gothic tunes, and, of 
course, your favorite hip-hop beats, will be heard 
on WCRX's 88. 1. These DJs are doing their best 
to keep the older generations listening and the 
younger generations turned on. WCRX has been 
broadcasting for I 0 years, and with their constant 
variety of groovy tunes, it's hard to change the dial. 
For upcoming specialty shows, or if you want to 
request something, call (3 12) 663-35 12. If you 
want to hear your own music live on WCRX 88.1, 
send your tape w ith your name, address, telephone 
number to Columbia College, WCRX at 33 E. 
Congress, Chicago, Ill., 60605- 1996 (make a note 
if you' d like to have your tape returned). 
VITALITY 151 
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Concerts in Chicago this week 
Superchunk 
Monday, March 8 
Lounge Ax 
DJ Rap 
with Kenny Ken & DJ Fearless 
Wednesday, March 10 
House of Blues 
Dance Hall Crashers 
with The Gadjits 
Friday, March 12 
House of Blues 
Agent Orange 
with Los Infernos, OS 101& Anncbair Martian 
Friday, March 12 
Metro 
The Jungle Brothers 
with the Freestylers & DJ Cantor 
. 18 &over 
Friday, March 12 
Metro 
Frogs 
with King Missile Ill 
Saturday, March 13 
Empty Bottle 
Chamberlain 
Saturday, March 13 
Elbo Room 
The Drovers 
18 & over with Sammy Llanas of the BoDeans 
21 & over with The Gathering Field 
Saturday, March 13 
House qf Blues 
'-------------~L,_z_P_h._a_~ __________ j! •sOLD OUT!• Sunday, March 14 Lounge Ax 
Lisa Brandt; tha pick of AEMMP Racords 
By Benjamin Trecroci 
Managing!Spor/s £di1or 
For the past seventeen years, Columbia has been pro-
ducing ta lent through their own record company. 
AEMMP (Arts Entertainment Media Management 
Program) records, a graduate program that markets, pro-
duces and releases their own albums from artists they 
develop. 
Each semester the program so licits between 75-80 
demos from artists, depending on the number of partici-
pants. Publicity Director, Leyla Arsan markets AEMMP 
to mostly college students by posting flyers at local col-
leges, sending press releases to college newspapers as 
well as local publications, The Reader and New City. 
" We have been receiving a positive response !Tom by 
using more creative tactics." 
..,. ARer listening to the demos, the board cu.ts \be fteld 
down to tilree and (inally one. 
This year, Lisa Bnodt was picked ~ ·the artist that 
...... . 
AEMMP chose to put their talents to use. Brandt a for-
mer. punk rocker (formerly of G-Men) who proclaimed 
her early music as "Iron Maiden with-a crazed woman." 
• G-J.{~~ere.-fulmed in 1991 wi!A-ac~!jf.pomk ~ise. with 
• " • ,.. .. :}>. ., 
lots of screaming," said Brandt, recorded three albums 
before disbanding; "don ' t panic"- 1991, "Fuse"- 1992, 
"Betrayed"-1993 
Before G-Men, Brandt was playing with a cover band 
called Apryon in VFW halls and other venues around 
Streator, Il linois by the time she was only 16. After 
Apryon, she played with other bands that never deve l-
oped into much. 
Her upcoming EP to be released later this month, enti-
tled "I ' ll send an Angel" is a blend of acoustic sounds, 
orchestral twines and soothing lyrics. Brandt 's music 
could be described as a Tori Amos s ty le with Portishead 's 
sounds. She also has a film-score for science-fic tion/hor-
ror movie Acne, produced by Columbia student Rusty 
Osgood. 
On Saturday, Mar. 13, Brandt appears at the METRO 
(3730 N_ C lark) in the Solar Tribe record release party. 
The show starts at I 0:30 p.m., 18 and over . 
AEMMP records is located at 3 130 N.·Westem Ave. 
.,Tequila Coleman president Debra Hale, Faculty AdVisor . 
Focus Editor 
Nation oflslam leader Louis Farrakhan emerged from a briefsilem:e Sunday for the 
al Savior's Day celebration. The controversial 66-year-old Islamic leader told a sold-out 
about his recent illness that has prevented him from appearing on the national scene in the 
several months. 
''With the he lp of Allah I ant strong now,'' Farrakhan said enthusiastically to some I 
rally-goers who packed McCormick Place on Feb 28. "I have been through a 1ot over the 
couple of months. I have seen my health deteriorate, but by the grace of Allah and all of you 
me a speedy recovery I can go back to doing the people's business." 
Farrakhan, who in 1996 organized the Million Man March in WashingtOn D.C .• gave special thanks to the Imam, 
IM,ohamrrted. the son of his religious leader Elijah Muhammed, saying that it was time to make peace for the sake of Islam. 
Tile two ministers were both brought up in the Nation of Islam under the auspices of their late leader, Muhammed. \\/hen 
took. the secular road to Islam and Farraks.n created a grassroots movement in the current Nation of Islam. 
'1 was especially grateful to the lmam when I received a card from him," said Farrakhan. .. We grew up toge:tbcT 8$ ,.,.~ .. , ,u •• w 1 
in the nation, and as we live out our last days - years - we have to work together fighting for oppresed people throughout 
and for Islam, Farrakhan said while fighting back tears. 

1§1 V ITALITY 
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TICKETS I I • • I • 
Stop by the Chro ni cle Office, Roo m 205, Wabash Building, to pick up a free ticket 
(Adm it Two) to a Special Advance Showing of "TH£ NATRIX" at the 
Fine Arts Theatre on Thursday, March 25. 
Tickets are available while supplies last on a first- co me, first-served basis. 
By M ichael O'Brien 
Correspondent 
Stealer-Kinney "The 
Hot Rock" 
It's ironic that the new 
Sleater-Kinney album came 
out the day before the 
Grammys. While the boring 
mainstream music establish-
ment was celebrating medi-
ocrity, the rest of us were 
enjoying the sound of 
tomorrow. The new album 
is less manic than the band's 
fi rst three albums. Corin 
Tucker is singing more than screaming, possibly because the new batch 
of lyrics are more mature, more fully realized than her previous efforts. 
The startling revelations come from the words this time, not the sound 
of the words. For the most part, "The Hot Rock" is an album of love 
songs. However, these are Sleater-Kinney songs, not Celine Dion 
songs-they won't tug at your heart strings with their sensitive beauty, 
they' ll have their way with you, tearing you up and spitting you out. 
"Get Up" is the fi rst single and the highlight of the album. It's a fine 
representative of the entire album, proof that Sleater-Kinney has 
moved on from the riot girl stage. On 1997's "Dig Me Out" the vicious 
guitar riffs leaped out of the speakers, challenging the rock establish-
ment. This time the threat starts slowly and sneaks up on you before 
you realize it's happening. "The Hot Rock" probably won' t receive the 
universal critical accolades that "Dig Me Out" did. "Dig Me Out" will 
be remembered as the defining moment in riot girl history; "The Hot 
Rock" is too far ahead of its time. No one else sounds quite like this-
their is no genre to stick this record in, it 's absolutely mind-blowing. 
A.P.E. "Kilimanjaro" 
This isn't a disc I would have bought based on looks alone. The 
cover features an ape standing on the top of Mt. Ki limanjaro, striking 
a Statue of Liberty pose, raising a banana in place of the torch. 
Whatever anyone says, a band 's name and album art are important. 
However, A.P.E. is a Columbia based band, so I gave their disc a listen. 
I was pleasantly surprised. The production was a bit tinny and the song 
titles are bad- they could have done a bit better than "Raver Gi rl," 
"Dirty Girl," and "Boo Boy." 
However, A.P.E. play with passion and "Kilimanjaro" has some 
decent hooks on it. The lyrics are rather simple, indicating the band's 
youth. "Raver Girl" is the album's standout track. A.P.E.'s quirky, 
high-school lyrics merge well with the melody. 
Joel R. L. Phelps : The Downer Trio "3" 
Ok, this is a little confusing, so try and stick with me. Joel R.L. 
Phelps used to be Si lkworm. This is his second solo album. The 
Downer Trio is Joel R.L. Phelps along with Robert Mercer and William 
Herzog of Citizen's Utilities. "3" is the name of the album. Don't 
worry if you're unfamiliar with these people or their current or former 
bands. Just listen to the album. It's obvious why Phelps had to leave 
Silkworm. He simply has too much talent to be one of three songwrit-
ers in a band. Phelps first solo record was an unrelenting song cycle of 
anger, disillusionment and pain. A single cry of Phelp's voice is fu ll of 
more misery than the entire Nine Inch Nails catalog. Phelps backs up 
his incredibly disturbing, distinctive voice with some simply beautiful 
music. He sticks to the acoustic guitar almost exclusively and inter-
weaves breathtaking saxophone parts that sound fresh and unique to 
the typical rock listener. On "3," Phelps seems to have seen a sl iver of 
light. He's lost the anger and vindicti veness that highlighted his debut 
al bum. "3" has a little hope inside of it. It's the sound o f Phelps slow-
ly picking himself up off the ground and trying to make sense of what's 
left of the world around him. 
Butterfly Child "Soft Explosives" 
Butterfly Child probably won't be recordmg for local independent 
labe l Hitlt! Records for much longer; they are destined for bigger 
thi ngs. Lead singer Joe Cassidy has lost the Sting-like vocal style that 
hampered the band's first two releases. He sounds more alive, proba-
bly due to the fresher, less abstract lyrics. "Number One" and "Drunk 
On Beauty" are both radio ready Brit-pop hits. Butterfly Child's sound 
is heavily orchestrated and magnificently produced. It 's a new take on 
the traditional brit-pop sound , full of a relevancy that Oasis never had 
and Blur seems to have misplaced. 
By Chris Novak 
Correspondent 
DJ Rap "Learning Curve, 
Charissa Saverio, also known as DJ Rap, 
grew up around the world. From the tribal 
regions of Africa, to the Suburban areas of 
England. She took classical piano lessons as 
her father, a manager for elegant hotels, moved 
the family across the world, and in tum, caused 
Charissa to become influenced in many ways by 
the various cultures she encountered. 
In young adulthood, Charissa, down because of a bad relationship with a 
man and an unpleasant job, decided to relieve some stress by attending a rave 
with her friends. The rave was a profound metaphoric experi ence. After the 
rave, she decided to ditch the man and the job in order to experience a peace-
ful rave-filled life. 
After going to local record shops and purchasing, Charissa decided to prac-
tice her own mixing. She laid down her first track, "Ambience-the Adored," 
and metamorphosed into DJ Rap. She received air-play on various under-
ground radio stations in England, and while attending a rave, she was asked to 
perform live. After the live experience, she began her journey into the main-
stream. 
After multiple 12" releases, DJ Rap signed with higher ground for a full 
length LP, "Learning Curve," in July 1997. I have listened to the four-song 
sampler given to me many times, and each time I enjoy it more and more. DJ 
Rap incorporates her classical piano background in each track. The electron-
ic melody emotionally thrills you as the melodies rise up and the break-beats 
bring you back down. She has a beautiful voice that filters over her mixes s~ 
flawless ly that you believe that her voice and music are one. 
It was also a nice change of pace to listen to her CD, because it did not fol-
low the run-of-the-mill formula of most electronic-based CDs, being that some 
of her songs were hard-core and some trance, but all with overtones of jungle 
beats. Her melodic influences and originality make DJ Rap 's CD, " Learning 
Curve," a welcome edition to the genre known as electronica. 
Bolt "Upright" 
Bolt-upright is a confusing band out of Hollywood, Ca. They borrow too 
much from their influences. For instance, the fi rst two songs from tl1eir debut 
album, "Red Carpet Sind rome," sound as if they were taken from th,, brand 
new Rage album and watered down. Then the next few songs are evec more 
horrible, in my opinion; they sound like the slow songs off of any 3 11 album, 
but without the grace and sty le of 31 1. 
This album is a very weak debut. But, I feel that it is weak, only because 
Bolt-upright is attempting to j uggle too many styles of music at onct. I feel 
that they should fo llow the ways of Green Day, that being, to find a sty le they 
are comfortable with, mature, and aft~r four or five full length recordings, then 
branch out into a different sty le, gradually. 
With sudden success of hip-hop/hard rock bands like Kom and Limp Bizkit 
in the mainstream, record companies seem eager to sign any band that may 
sound like they fit the genre even if they pale in comparison. 
Although Bolt-Upright has talent musically, I feel that as a band, they are 
not ready or mature enough, for that slice of pie in the mainstream record 
industry. 
Lo-Fidelity Allstars " How to Operate with a 
blown mind" 
"Album of the month" "Great" 
"Phenomenal" 
The above are just some of the many posit ive 
comments that magazines such as "Spin" and 
"GQ" have said about the newest British import to 
America, the Lo-Fidel ity Allstars. 
Only together for two years, record companys 
have been swooning over the possible future's of 
these six Englishmen. It is kind of ironic, considering they have had only four 
single releases and one LP release in their history. 
After listening to the Lo-fi 's debut album, I must say that this may be the 
blend of music genres that many people have been talking about for the past 
few years. Any type of music you can think of, excluding country, can be 
found in their debut disc, "How to Operate with a blown mind." 
Their first single, ' Battleflag," is a remix of sub-pop rockers pigeonhead . 
It is a wonderful melodic song with an edge. At its initial releases as a single, 
'Battleflag' caused a li ttle bit of trouble due to the fact that hidden beneath the 
songs wonderful melody was a verse from a Prince song. So, needless to say, 
to avoid complications, the Allstars remixed the single, without the offending 
verse. 
The Allstars have been signed on Skint records, famous for Fat Boy Slim, 
and are now currently touring the U.S. with Citizen King. 
I must agree with all of the hype that has been given to the Allstars, they 
are a very talented and unique band that I am sure will be around for quite 
some time to come. 
200 Cigarettes is smokin' in the theater 
By J ennifer Dickerson 
Slajf Writer 
A must-see comedy set in 1981, "200 Cigarettes" is 
absolutely hilarious. With several classic scenes and an all-
star cast, this movie certain ly knows how to reach its audi-
ence. 
It begins with various couples on New Year's Eve. Their 
lives eventually intersect at a party in downtown New York. 
The characters give great performances as they share in all 
feelings al ike: sentimenta l recollect ions, fears and even 
uncertainties about the future, which are emotions we all can 
relate to. 
moment, Hillary (Catherine Keller) eventually leaves her for 
other interesting actions. However, after being bribed with 
the promise of keeping Monica's ex-boyfriend, Hillary even-
tually comes back. 
Ben Ameck, who plays the klutzy bartender, serves up 
plenty of laughter. Every chick looks to him for a night in the 
hay, only he can't figure out why every women leaves him. 
Meanwhile, Courtney Love, who plays Lucy, is head over 
heals in love with Kevin (Paul Rudd). Both are best friends 
and dateless, so they decide to hit a nearby diner together. 
They head off to the public restroom for a quickie that wi ll 
make you laugh until the soda flies out of your nose. 
Another classic scene is when Kate Hudson and Jay Mohr, 
who had shared a liaison the night before, try recreate the 
moment another night. The entire time Mohr and Hudson are 
It stars Ben Affieck, Courtney Love and Christina Ricci , 
among others. They join in this New Year's event that will 
change their lives forever. The evening pushes its magic 
along as the characters share their most intimate secrets, and 
by morning they all have something in common with one 
another. 
K II . ..200 c· , with each other, you will be rolling with Iaugher. The list of e ncr star m tgarettes. hilarity can go on and on. 
Everyone comes to a party at Monica's (Martha Plimpton) who is a mutual friend. 
They come to the party looking for a good time. Monica believes that a party where no 
one shows up is like " facing death." But as time ticks on, Monica's friend of the 
Every scene in "200 Cigarettes" will leave viewers laugh-
ing and whooping by the end of the show. Not running longer than two hours, you'll be 
entertained long enough to want a sequel. 
For information on tickets, call the nearest theater for show times or check it out at 
www.200cigarettes.com. 
~ ~~Cff:1f?D & COLUMBIA (HRONKLI 
Invite you to win movie passes and a 
Forces of Nature Adventure!! 
'o/ -~ ~-
Bring this ~oupon to The Columbia Chroni~lc oHi~c 
(Wabash Bldg. Suite ~05, before 5 pm, Wednesday March 10) 
FOR YOUR CHANCE TO WIN!! 
,..... 2 Grand Prize Winners ,.....1 00 Additional Winners will 
will receive a Forces of Nature adventure of 
2 ticket vouchers each, round trip to fly anywhere 
Vanguard Airlines flies and a pass for two 
to an advance screening of Forces of Nature. 
receive a Forces of Nature pass for two to an 
advance screening on Thursday, March 18th. 
r~~~-------~~~~----------~0~~,---, 
I "The most adventurous date .I ever had was when 1... I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
L-------------------------------~ Contest rules: 2 grond prize winners selected from all entries returned by Wednesday, Marcil 10 will receive two ticket voucllers each (round trip) to fly anywhere that Vanguard Ai~01es flies.(some restrictions apply) The grand prize winners wit 
also receive a "Forces of Nature" prize pack consisting of a movie pass, poster, and button. 100 additional winners will receive a pass for two, to an advance screening of uForces of Nature" on Thursday, March 18th. Winners wiH be notified 
by ~on Thursday March 11th. II is the winner's responsibitny to pick up their prize at The Chronicle office before the screening date. (1.0. required when picking up) Judges desicions are final. Employees of participating partners are ineligi· 
ble. Contest winners submissions may be printed. No Purchase Necessary. Please print legibly, all submissions not legible will be disqualified. 
Opens In Theatres Friday, March 19th 
l~[E 
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Ut) COLUMBIA CHRONICLE 
The Annual 
MARCH 8. 1999 
Weisman 
Scholar$hips 
Applications are now available for this 
unique scholarship program. 
Scholarship winners receive: 
• Grants New Award Increase! 
up to $3,000 to help complete projects in 
communication (including advertising, 
writing, film, public relations, pbotll)l!(lll)b}i; 1 
many others) 
• Opportunities 
·. • Spring Showcase 
fn the Hokin Gallery 
Learn more and pick up an application 
visiting: 
Student Life & Development 
623 S. Wabash - Suite 301 
Hokin Student Center 
tr 
or call: 
Sheila Carter 
(312) 344-7187 
...Application-Jlea4Une: . 
,, ~,-USl!) 
UVE IT AS YOU LEARN IT 
COME UVE WITH US 
/ : 
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MARCH 8. 1999 COLUMBIA CHRONICLE W 
Paul By Billy O'Keefe 
The Bombastic Fantastic Adventures of the Columbia College Bowling Squad By Billy O'Keefe 
EARN A GRADUAT E DEGRE E IN 
Marketing C omm un1ca t1on 
Advertising, m arket ing, publ ic relations-exciting and inte resting 
fields, but how do you get into them ? 
Our m aster 's degree in Marketing Communication can teach you the 
kind of ski lls that corporations, advertising agencies. and marketing 
fi rms seek. You w ill learn how the tools in the communication pro-
fession are integrated into an effective, overall marketing strategy. 
Faculty members drawn from the profession will guide you through 
each of the courses. 
The program consists of 14 courses offered year-round on the quaner 
system. Courses meet one evening a week for 1 1 weeks at liT's 
Downtown Chicago Campus. Full- or part-time enrollment. Full-t ime 
students can complete the program in as few as 15 months. 
Internships are available. 
For m ore information contact Or. John Tarini: 312.906.6535 or by 
e-m ail at degrees@stuart.i it.edu. 
Stua rt School of Business 
Ill inois Institute of Technology 
565 We st A d am s Street Chicag o, IL 60661 -369 1 
THEN' LUCY, HAND 
~ALL! 
I CAN'T. YOU'RE 
HOlDING IT. 
The Columbia Chronicle has a limited 
number of passes available for 
The VILE Governess. Please pick up 
your tickets from The Columbia Chronicle 
Office. First-come, first-served. No purchase 
necessary. Get here fast, there is only a 
limited number. One per person. 
Columbia I.D. required . 
Mom and Dad Productions brings you the MIDWEST PREMIERE of the 
Toronto Fringe Festival's favorite comedy 
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Tbe only way to save money and make money ...... w~~4176~4%'W4mr~AW'~%\W<IW4Wd@!W~ 
C ROSSWORD 
1 FDR'sdog 
5 Seaside sand 
10 Tacks on 
14 Aightless birds 
15 I give up! 
16 Part ol a bow 
17 Robin Hood's 
home 
19 Open slipper 
20 Binds feet 
together 
21 Data display 
22 First <XH!d 
oolege In lhe u.s. 
24 EnOage In 
_ wtgatlon 
26 Young boy 
27 ~ standard 
:1!1 Undivided 
29 Mintal pictlxes 
~ Similar things 
33 Sagan or 
• San<llurg 
54 Chanteuse Home 
~ C/iurch recess 
39 • ol the titer 
43 ~noeist 
46 Woalthy widow 
49 Comic Phillips 
50 Travelefs stop 
51 'Exodus" hero 
52 Marvin or Remick 
53 Tell the S1ory 
55 Hazardous 
57 Big hOuse 
59 Focal point 
60 Maritine 
Province 
63 North Carolina 
COllege 
64 Dress sty1e 
65 Ice on the move 
66 Dealefs model 
67 MH!tary 
Installations 
68 Out of _ 
(discordant) 
OOWN 
1 Marshy weuand 
2 I love: Latin 
3 Gennan church 
member 
4 John Jacob or 
Mary 
5 Festooning 
maler1al 
6 Looomotives 
7 Persistent pain 
8 Enduring 
9 Fabric border 
10 _ Ala, 
Kazakhstan 
11 Two-base hit 
12 Sound as a 
13 Quick 
18 Ice house? 
21 Rip 
22 October 
birthstone 
23 Cause of nm 
25 Thurman oi'Pulp 
Fiction" 
30 Happy 
32 Zhivago's love 
36 Flexibly 
37 Shipped 
38 Coastal bird 
40 UnsighUy 
41 Maiden name 
lead· in 
42 Vibrating effect 
43 Baseball flag 
l OIN A s I s l s O ld OW 3 a 
r 3TO 1 ~ 3 N I 11 V N 0 l 3 
rvl l l 0 o S V 11 OIN 3 a ON 
-NOI SN V~I A>ISIIl 
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ll 3 1 o a v d 1 N n 11 -
3Sdlf.. .. VN31 
llllllr1 ll If 0 S D 0 1 If N If 
A ll 3 D If W I 3 N o • ll V d 
0 If 1 . 3 ~~~~ N I l ll 3 8 0 
3 l 8 If l S 3 I l £) 0 H • • 
3 l 0 Nl W If H 9 N ~ l l 0 N 
d o o 1 3 1 o N n s n w 3 
s a a v H o v 3 8 v 1 v ~ 
44 Accumulates 
45 Column type 
46 Repaired sod<s 
4 7 Baltimore 
balplayer 
48Sagacity 
54 Skyline elements 
56 Gambling game 
58 Rara _ 
(unique thing) 
60 Short snooze 
61 Charged particle 
62 Former nudear 
poweragcy. 
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NoteTakers Wanted 
$200-$1500/class! 
Post your lecture notes on the internet 
Sign up on-line @ www.STUDY24-7.com 
FREE RADIO = $1250! Fundraiser open to student 
groups & organizations. Earn $3-$5 per visa/MC app. 
We supply all materials at no cost. Call for info or visit 
our website. Qualified callers recieve a FREE Baby 
Boom Box. 1-800-932-0528 X 65.-
www.ocmconcepts.com 
SPRING BREAK BEACHES Daytona, Panama City, 
Padre, Miami, Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, etc. Best Hotels, 
prices, parties. Browse www.icpt.com. 
Reps earn cash, free trips 
Call Inter-Campus 800-327-6013 
LITTL WING FILMS PROD SERVS 
Features, Docs, Shorts, M-Vids 
(773)782-4370 (773)235-6 164 
Services for your budget! 
r-----------------------------, 
REASON #2 TO ADVERTISE IN ••••• 
THE COLUMBIA CHRONICLE 
©lV.l~ ~@IAAIIAAIITIAAI~INJ'il'a TheColumbia Chronicle is 
a publication that will greatly enhance your 
business message through our service 
and quality. 
L-----------------------------~ 
C o li 
976-9001 
for 24 hour acc ess 
for only S4 
bille d t o you r 
h o m e p h one. 
(312) 
840-9000 
THE D I SCREET WAY FOR 
MEN TO MEET MEN 
MARCH 8, 19999 
By Linda C. Black 
Tribune Media Services 
Aries (March 21-Apri/19). You should really be feeling your 
oats this week. A massive dose of spring fever could hit about 
Monday and last all the way through Wednesday, at least. You'll 
hate being cooped up inside. You'll want to get out and run. 
Unfortunately, this is followed immediately by a test on 
Thursday and/or Friday, concernmg your responstbtllttes at 
work. Make sure at least the important stuff is finished, before 
you go out and play. You'll want to visit fascinating friends over 
the weekend, and you sure won't want to have to work overtime 
instead. 
Taurus (April 20-May 20). Join forces and finances with a 
partner on Monday to get what you want. A surprising devel-
opment could increase your savings on Tuesday, and 
Wednesday, your best investment is on travel. Be careful if 
you're leaving on Thursday, however. Odds are high you'll 
leave something behind. Could be your heart, if you have to I 
leave someone you love to visit somebody else on Friday. This 
weekend would be a great time to get together with an older 
person and make plans for the future. 
Gemini (May 21-June 21). The competition is going to be 
tough the first part of this week, with your opponent pulling all 
sorts of surprise moves. But even if you lose, you win, because 
it'll be so interesting. Don't spend too much money on social 
activities Thursday and Friday. You could get overdrawn much 
more quickly than you expected. Travel looks good for this 
weekend, though. The surprises there should be pleasant ones. 
Cancer (June 22-July 22). On Monday, the choice is 
between love or money, but maybe you can choose both. 
Tuesday and Wednesday are very busy, but also quite prof-
itable. Pay attention. There will be abrupt changes to your plans. 
Thursday and Friday are your best for working with a partner, so 
don't let yourself get overloaded. This weekend should be 
excellent for shopping for a household appliance. 
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Fun and games are on your mind the 
first part of this week, which could make it more difficult to get 
anything else done. Unfortunately, you still have a few bills to 
be paid, so quitting your job is not a good idea, especially on 
Thursday and Friday, when they'll really need you there. Thts 
weekend, negotiate with an expert to get something finished 
you don't want to do yourself. The time you'll save will make it 
worth the money you spend. 
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). The first part of this week will be 
good for renovations around the house, including buying new. 
Get the whole place fixed up so you can entertain a special 
friend on Thursday and/or Friday. Over the weekend, you'll be 
more interested in fixing things again. 
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23). The first part of this week is very 
busy as you juggle a full workload and a demanding partner 
simultaneously. Around Wednesday, things should start to quiet 
down, and you'll get a little more time to spend at hom? 
Thursday and Friday. Plan to do that on purpose, so you don t 
have to get sick to make it happen. The weekend is very good 
for romance, of an intellectual nature. 
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). Your intuition is working well this 
week, and your energy level is high. That's good, because 
there's more than too much to do. You work hard for the money 
on Monday and Tuesday, and you can take a break by about 
Wednesday. Learn a new trick on Thursday that could get help 
you through the day on Friday. Plan to stay home this weekend, 
if possible. Don't worry. There will be plenty going on there to 
keep you from getting bored. 
COLUMBIA CHRONICLE lf€J 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). On Monday, you get stronger, 
as the moon goes into your sign. Tuesday and Wednesday, 
you're at full force, and causing things to happen quickly. You 
can make a big impact then, so act decisively to get the changes 
you want. On Thursday and Friday, you'll see more ways to pay 
for the renovations you're requesting, and over the weekend, 
you can figure out how you're going to do what you want to have 
done. Be bold. Looks like destiny is on your side. 
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) . You're under a bit of pressure 
the first part of this week to get something done around the 
house. It could be your honey-do list, and your honey is getting 
tired of waiting. Your problem is, you have something else in 
mind, but you may not be sure quite what until Thursday and 
Friday. A difference of opinion could cause an argument, but 
don't fret. You should have a compromise worked out by the 
weekend. Do that, so you can go shopping together. 
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb 18). Looks like you're in school the 
first part of this week. From Monday through Wednesday, 
you're hanging out with friends, and learning a lot, whether 
you're in a formal educational setting or not. On Thursday and 
Friday, there will be a test- at least one. Don't expect it to be 
on the material you studied. It's more likely on what you've 
learned through experience. You should get through it fine, but 
either way, the weekend is excellent for a party at your house. 
Set up a few rules ahead of time, though. People will have a 
tendency to be rowdy. 
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20). You can expect to run into sur-
prises from Monday through Wednesday. Changes are happen-
ing in high places, so watch out. Thursday and Friday should be 
a lot easier. An important friend puts in a good word for you. On 
Saturday and Sunday, go through the paperwork and pull out the 
stuff you don't need anymore. You'll feel a lot lighter once that's 
done. 
If You're Having a Birthday This Week ... 
Born March 8: Thinking about a career change? This could be the year for it. 
March 9: Take on more responsibility this year and be willing to accept 
more money. 
March 10: This year is about your career and making money and doing 
the work you love, not necessarily in that order. 
March 11: Friends can help you get the funding you need to achieve your 
financial goals. 
March 12: Don't let money get in the way of a friendship this year. Instead, 
have them work together, by backing a friend's schemes. 
March 13: Don't even try to go it alone this year. Get a team to help. 
March 14: This year is for getting those fantasies out of your head and 
down on paper. Some of them could be quite profitable. 
_____ , __ , _______ ,. 
... , 
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Support. Responsibility. Quality of Life. Filene·s Basement offers you so 
much more than just an ordinary day in retail. Take the challenge and jom 
our team! 
VISIT US ON CAMPUS 
Tuesday, March 16th 
Stop by the career center to sign up for an interview. 
Successful candidates will be considered for our 
GROUP MANAGER 
TRAINING PROGRAM 
The purpo~ of thic;; program ic;; to train individualc;; with limited retail 
experience through a rotal immcr~ion into a global retail environment. 
This program ic;; supplemented with a ten-week seminar series that 
reinforce~~; the operational. mcrchandic;;ing and management oskillc;; that are 
''learned on the job··. Program length i• 90 day•. 
WionioQ 
WEbSiTE 
An Equal Opponunny Employer. MJF/D(V 
the underground cafe 
Sandwiches Haao oa Prataol aon 
wtth Havarti Cheese . Tomato, Dijonnaise 
Check auc ... a arooeoll aaJae oa NaltJCraae llll.oD With Lettuce and Sprou•s a. .. t hoi oa •• Oalea htard Wltl1 :lpK:y Mayonnruse. Red Omon and Lettuce OIIYau oa Fraaeh Braae Wnh r omatoes. ::;pmacn. :>auteeo Peppers & Onoons 
out our 
.UCHOIPI&U 
...,Chill 
v ... ~c:hUI 
__ ...... , 
Hot WI ... 
OVaalllOast.t~Potato .. 
Tarke~ oa a Jt.IHr lloD 
IMth Sun Dried Tomato Sauce. Romaine & Sprouts 
UUIOG Taaa a aJae oa a crowaat 
wnn Mrxeo Greens & Tomato 
Yo1otarlaa oa FoecaeJa 
3 Cheeses. Sprouts. Lettuce. Tomato. Cucumber. Omon. 
Zucch•m, Carrots 
Qlio ... a Po- oa leaaaoo ...-u o 
Breast 01 GhlCken. Pesto sauce. Roma Tomatoes 
.. _ c:JM•M oa Vo1•tallla RoD 
WRh Mixed Greens. Carrots. Peppers. A om a T ornatoes 
Clllll ·-IN• t o Ord ... : BLT. Turl<ey, Ham. Tuna 
Coffee. Decaf. Tu. Hot Chocolate 
varietY of Donuts. PastrieS. sueiS. BrownieS. COOkies 
8ac0ft, Egp, Sauugo, Crol ... nta I:00-10.15AJI 
A Rotating Sclcction of Salads. Wrapped Sandwiches 
FNS!t Fruit Salad 
Pa:rto Soladl, .so- Ve!jetarion • .so- Containing N.urts & Chu.scs 
Rice, 6rcin Salods (Tobbouldt, Couscous, Qui,_, lentil. etc:.) 
We are lot ated In the basement or the 611 south Michigan sunatng 
HOU": MOnday - Thursaay 8:11 HM - 6:31PM 
frtclay 8!18 HM - j !fti'M 
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Latest fitness craze Tae-Bo 
proves to be a real kick 
Fitness guru Billy Blanks combines aerobics and martial arts 
By Rob Steva 
Sports Editor 
It's why Richard Simmons, Tony Little and Jenny Craig are all saying, "Now why 
didn't I think of that?" In less than two months Tae-Bo has snowballed to become the pre-
miere workout in America and it's showing no signs of melting. Billed as the "future o f 
fitness" it already has the stamp of approval from more than 20 athletes and celebrities. 
Tae-Bo is a mixture of boxing punches and martial arts kicks developed by seven-
time World Martial Arts Champion, Billy Blanks. Blanks is a seventh-degree black belt 
in Tae K wan Do and holds black belts in five other forms of martial arts. He has also won 
36 gold medals in international competition and has been a member of the Karate Hall 
of Fame since 1982. He has appeared in several movies including "The Last Boy Scout," 
Blood Fist" and "Kiss the Girls." 
Many Tae-Bo fans work out every day; however, it's recommended that for notice-
able results using Tae-Bo three times a week and maintaining a low-fat diet will create 
an amazing change both physically and mentally. Obviously results vary from person to 
person. " I use the advanced tape and workout only once a week, but that workout prob-
ably equals the intensity of three," said Merkle. 
While training in his home, Blanks combined music with his Tae Kwon Do moves 
and this is where Tae-Bo began. In 1989 he opened the Billy Blanks World Training 
Center in Sherman Oaks, Ca. By word of mouth, he established clients early, but when 
singer-dancer Paula Abdul came and quickly showed the effects of Tae-Bo, the business 
took off. Today's Tae-Bo users include Carmen Electra, Goldie Hawn, Wayne Gretzky, 
Dyslexia, poverty 
never slowed down Blanks 
Shaquille O'Neal and Pamela 
,-------------------, Anderson. Blanks plans to 
launch new Tae-Bo centers 
nationwide in the near future. 
The Tae-Bo experience con-
sits of four tapes, the first being 
the 40-minute "Tae-Bo: 
Billy Blanks attributes his desire to help others to the special care he has recieved all 
of his life. He was born the fourth of 15 children in a poor family in Erie, Pa., and 
despite poverty, dyslexia and an anomaly in his hip joints that would impair his move-
ment, Billy went on to become the dominant martial artist of the 80s, a world-renowned 
star of martial arts films and the top physical trainer in the country. 
Instructional," lays out the 
moves needed to successfully 
complete a workout. Masters of 
the first video can graduate to, 
"Tae-Bo: Basics," a 27-minute 
workout that will have your 
heart pounding and your body 
sweating. At 57 minutes, the 
advanced tape offers the most 
challenging and lengthy work-
out. There is also an 8-minute 
abbreviated workout. 
In 1975 he became the first Amateur Atheltic Union Champion, a title he would win 
five times. In 1984 ' 
he won the 
Massachusetts 
Golden Glove 
champion in the 
light-heavyweight 
class and Tri-State 
Golden Gloves 
Champion of 
Champions. 
He is married to 
Whether you're 7 or 97 Tae-
Bo offers a great excercise for all levels and mixes a unique blend of self-defense, dance 
and boxing along with today's great music. "These tapes are better than other workout 
programs because they incorporate aerobics and martial arts. Blanks keeps you motivat-
ed and moving throughout the length of the tape," said Sean Bradshaw, a college student 
from Naperville. He has been working out with the tapes three days a week for over a 
month. Jenny Merkle, a college student from Carol Stream, said, " I took kick-boxing and 
loved it, so I bought the Tae-Bo tapes. The workout is very motivating and addicitve also. 
It blends an intense workout with a good mix of music." Merkle has tried other workout 
tapes, such as "Abs of Steel" and feels that Tae-Bo offers a more complete workout. 
his high school Lz~!!!!!!!!!!!!:::._ __ _j~:z:::::::=:::::::::::::::::J 
sweetheart, has two 
children and is working on expanding his L.A-based World Training Centers to the rest 
of the country. It is Blanks's intent to keep Tae-Bo as pure and unadulterated as possi-
ble to maximize the life-changing impact it can have on each person who wants to 
increase their level of fi tness. 
Time is of the essence for Chicago; 
Bulls, Sox, Reinsdorf 
By Joh n Gelsomino 
Sports Correspondent 
Many readers of the Chronicle may remember when 
Rob Steva wrote a column entitled "There's something 
about Jerry"[Feb. 22]. As much as I admire Rob's job 
and his terrific ability to write and report, I think he was 
way off base on thi s one. 
I understand the sad reality that the Championship 
team was broken up and the Bulls have gone from Finals 
contenders to lottery ticket-holders. But the reality of the 
situation has brought us to this point. Reinsdorf 
made it clear that in the summer and into the fall, 
the Bulls would make every effort possible to bring 
back the team that brought so much glory to th is 
town. This entire possibility rested on the shoulders 
on one man, Michael Jordan. If Michael would 
come back, the Bulls could legitimately make 
another title run by re-signing the many free agents 
they had. The proverbial ba ll was in his court and 
~ichael felt it was time to get away from the game. 
to learn and not be arrogant about his own theories. The 
Bulls continue to adapt the very successful and intrigu-
ing triangle offense des igned by Tex Winter and Floyd 
has been very gracious in learning it. Third, he hates to 
lose; he has that fire inside of him to win, even with a 
depleted team he worries may sometimes underachieve. 
Finally, he is patient. If you play hard for Tim Floyd, he 
wi ll respect you; if not you have a seat next to Bill 
.. . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . 
Being the best player on the team, the Bulls 
would've had to find a very special player to fi ll 
those big shoes. No one was avai lable-- the closest 
one was Damon Stoudamire, and Antonio McDyess 
is Horace Grant in training. The Bulls realized that 
the best they could be is a 3rd or 4th seed in the 
Eastern Conference with no chance of beating 
Indiana, New York, or Miami when it came to play-
off time. 
! Rcinsdorf and NBA Commissoner David Stern bid a 
' fa rewell to Michael Jordan during a press conference at : 
' the United Center. ! 
The Bulls decided to let the majority of their L ••. ·---- - ··-··-··---··-- ----·--· ·-· ····--J 
free agents seek employment elsewhere and settled for 
some very young prospects, some washed up veterans, 
and a man who has been begging for years for a more 
important role, Toni Kukoc, to lead them this season. 
I wi ll be the first Chronicle writer to say ! like Tim 
Floyd. He was the perfect fit to rebuild this team. He has 
all the qualities of a successful coach. First, he's bright 
and well-spoken, a quick Ieamer who communicates 
beautifully with the press. Second, Floyd has the ability 
Cartwright and the coaching staff. 
If anything, the makeup of the Chicago Bulls this 
season is makeshift and temporary. This is the basement, 
where the process begins. The Bulls consist of one 
potential great player, Kukoc, and several capable role 
players. The biggest day for the Bulls this year will be 
the NBA draft lottery in May. The Bulls are assured a 
top six pick and although people believe this draft may 
be weak, the Bulls should be able to get a valuable pro 
prospect. 
The Bulls also have nearly $30 million under 
the salary cap to work with. When the season ends they 
will pick up another $6 million when Ron Harper 
becomes a free agent and, most likely, retires. Stephan 
Marbury would look really nice in a Bulls uniform and it 
may very well happen. The Bulls have a luxury no other 
teams have -- large amounts of money under the cap to 
bring in high quality players. 
The same is true for the White Sox. They are very 
young but very talented. The club decided to build 
around young players who will grow and mature togeth-
er and eventually become successful. The White Sox 
have had a taste of being mediocre since 1994 and the 
club realized they were not going to exceed a .500 mark 
and if anything the core of the team would get older and 
dissolve. The Sox are going back to 1990 when they 
played a bunch of ynungsters who developed into fine 
major league players. The only way the franchise will 
achieve greatness is by developing the core of the team 
together. 
Although I am a major supporter of the White Sox 
and Bulls, I have no hidden agenda in my support for 
Jerry Reinsdorf. The chairman has made many bad deci-
sions regarding both clubs, no doubt about it. It is un fair, 
though, to criticize someone for a job that hasn't been 
completed yet. The next couple of years will be major 
tests for both Jerry Krause and Ron Schuler because 
their evaluation of talent and proper judgment will be the 
key to the future of each organization. 
When all is said and done, I believe there will be 
more to be proud of in both organizations. The new era 
has begun, a new book is being written. It 's only fai r to 
give Reinsdorf an opportunity to complete the book 
before we judge it. 
.. 
For Pete's 
sake, let him in 
By Rob Steva 
Sporls Editor 
I t seems as though there is a double standard being used to deter-mine who should be inducted into the Hall of Fame. These days the only qualification necessary is a pulse. Once considered to 
be the icing on the cake for careers fo r the game's elite players, the 
Hall has recently lowered the standard by wh1ch a truly great athlete 
is detem1ined. Players whose careers stood to represent consistency, 
quality and success used to set the criteria. Career statistics such as 
batting averages, home runs, and runs batted in have been replaced 
with the number of drug charges, illegitimate kids, and DUis. This 
doesn't say much for the voters -- who happen to be members of the 
media. Perhaps a change needs to be made. The fair and logica l way 
would be to have the players or fans determine who goes to the Hall 
of Fame. 
Last month the National Football Hall of Fame opened its doors to 
former New York Giant Lawrence Tay lor. Considered by many to be 
the games greatest linebacker. Taylor was a quarterback-seeking mis-
sile compiling 132 career sacks . Both prior to and after hi s retirement 
from football. Taylor had been caught with drugs and admitted to hav-
ing a drug problem. 
Last Tuesday the Baseball Hall of Fame Veterans Committee voted 
Orlando Cepeda into the Hall of Fame. Cepeda. who had been caught 
several times with drugs. ended his career with a .297 batting average 
and 397 home runs. While those are good numbers, they certainly 
aren't the numbers of one of the game's elite. If the Hall of Fame is 
desperate enough to find candidates who are drug users and have 
amassed mediocre career statistics. then maybe the voters are trying to 
tell us that mistakes are forgiven and it 's time ,to forget about issues of 
the past. 
If that 's the case, Pete Rose 
deserves a spot in the Hall of Fame. 
The year 1989 may have been the 
most depressing in baseball history 
since the Black Sox scandal in 1919.
1 One of the game's most beloved play-ers was banished from baseball for life 
because of a gambling problem and 
subsequently sent to jail for income tax 
evasion. Unfortunately for Rose, his 
addic tion to gambl ing has cost him any 
shot at a Hall of Fame induction. 
Nobody played the game with as 
much intensity and hustle as Rose. In 
24 years he played a record 3,562 
games only to retire and be banned for ~::=::=======~ life. He did the unimaginable in 1985 
Few played the game 
with aJ much intenlily and 
huJtle as Pete Rose. 
Fame. 
pass ing Ty Cobb's career mark of 
4,192 hits. If ever there was too harsh a 
penalty, Rose got it. After all, John 
McGraw, Tris Speaker and Cobb all 
gambled and they ' re in the Hall of 
Voters for the Hall of Fame need to take a closer look as to who is 
honored. Somewhere lost in the shu me is a double standard that is tar-
nishing the image o f professional sport's most storied establishment. 
'fBI~ (~HRONJ(~J .. J~ IS 
(~Oillll~-
11~ YOIJ 
I..OOKIN(; J?Oil 
SPO NJ) I~N'fS. so 
lfl~ J)ON''f 1 .. 11{1~ 0 01\7 
(~OVI~R SI10R'I'S, (;J~'I' 01~1~ 
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Around Last week forward Dickey Simpkins led 
the the Bulls in scoring, giving fans and the team that added offen-
horn ••• slve punch .. .It's only a matter of time before 
that No. 8 jersey will 
be hanging alongside 
Michael's In the UC 
rafters. 
. 
America's National 
Pastime: Why fans 
forgive and forget 
The second of a four-part series 
By R ob Stcva 
Sports Editor 
Once upon a time when Calvin Cool idge was wore a shirt with McGwire on the back. St. Louis 
president, Babe Ruth hit 60 home runs in a single was becoming the epicenter of the game's come-
season. That record stood for 34 years and became back. Cardinals and Cubs games had the feel of 
the most fabled in American sports until Roger revival. Even though attendance had recovered, no 
Maris hit 61 in 1961. Two player strikes, a gam- other teams in baseball averaged more fans on the 
bling incident, a spitting incident and thirty 37 road. And baseball , once a set-up line to crue l 
later fans, have forgiven baseball for the horrible jokes during and after the strike, had regained its 
misfortunes that it visited upon society. For any- honor. 
body that felt mauled by Monica and sick of At 8:39p.m. on the last Friday of the regular 
Springer, the 1998 sea- season, McGwire didn't 
son replaced the bitter have the most home runs 
taste left by the '94-'95 in the National League 
strike with the sweet Central, let alone the 
sensation of forgive- most ever in one season. 
ness. Mostly because of Forty-five minutes earlier 
the bigred head in St. in Houston, Sosa had 
Louis and a Cubbie over taken McGwire in a 
named Sammy. Mark contest that resembled 
McGwire and Sammy the competitive madness 
Sosa sparked the inter- of the NCAA touma-
est of a nation. base- ment. A look of fear 
ball's nation. renected off the faces of 
It was in June that the Big Mac fa ithful as 
Sosa lost more balls, 20, the scoreboard replaced 
than a weekend duffer at 65 with 66 next to Sosa's 
Cantigny Golf Course. name. "That whole 
He captured the atten- weekend was like some-
lion of desperate fans thing out of a fairy ta le," 
who were itching for an said ex-Cub and White 
excuse to rekind le base- ~..-_...._ ______ -=-:-~-~- . . Sox, Jay Johnstone. 
ball's name and forg ive. Rob Steva!Chromc/e ' McGwire knew what had 
In hitting a record 20 Former C ub and Wbite Sox J ay Johnstone feels ; happened as the groans 
home runs in June he tbe 1998 season was just wha t tbe doctor , and murmurs of 48 159 
caught McGwire and the ordered for baseball. ' fans told the story. ' 
two created the "Home · ········· ················ After playing baseball 
Run Chase of '98." The two made fans out of fo r 20 years, Johnstone views the ' 98 season as the 
people who normally wouldn' t watch baseball, game's greatest, and says that it was a shot in the 
people who assume that Babe Ruth is just a candy arm for baseball. "Ever since Babe Ruth went to 
bar. the hospital to visit the sick boy and predicted the 
Even players were excited for baseball. " Its home run, baseball has been America's pastime. 
amazing - to have played with Mark fo r five This game is embedded in all of us. Whether we 
months this season, and then being traded over to have ever played it or just watch it on TV, 
Chicago and gett ing to play with Sammy for the Americans absorb baseball with a pass ion. Every 
remainder of the year, I had never been part of industry goes through growing pains; many fee l 
anything li ke this," said Cubs third baseman Gary that in 1994 baseball needed to find out where it 
Gaetti. "What's incredible about the whole thing is stood in society. 
that they made it look so easy," said former Boston "Sure they may have shot themselves in the 
Red Sox outfielder Jim Rice. foot in 1994-95, but fans forgive, "added 
From one corner of the country to the o ther Johnstone. Fans can't help but to forgive. It's the 
Sosa and McGwire were the conv~rsation piec~s at kind of game that links fathers to their sons. I 
breakfast, lunch and dinner. " It 's funny because I th ink the typical image that people get when they 
know people who were talking about Sammy and think of American sports is a father and son play-
Mark, who prior to thi s year hadn ' t even watched ing catch in the yard, and that is what other sports 
a baseball game," said McPherrin. In a year when like football and basketball can't oner. It's the his-
a former prowrcstlcr became governor of tory of the game that puts baseball in a category of 
Minnesota, Sosa and McGwirc could have ran for its own." 
pr~sidcnt and vice-president and won in a land- Renecting upon the final weekend of the sea-
slide. son, Johnstone said, " It was like we were going to 
In the stands of St. Louis' Busch Stadium, the moon for the fi rst time again, everyone was 
about one out of every five people, from infants watch ing. It was a sure-fi re sign that baseball was 
sucki ng on pacifiers to whi te haired grandmothers, No. I again." 
NEXT WEE""·· After an off-season The tor, 64 members 
of travelln~ the world, represent n~ the PGA 
- Part three of attending he State of ~1ned at t e Andersen wtt; fans forgive the Union Address onsultlng Match Play an forget and being one of the Championship last wee!<. 
most famous athletes The purse was large, but . 
In the world, Sammy after the quarterfinals, the 
- A feature on the h~hest seed left was the Soaa made his Spring 2 h and eventual cham· r~turn of the Training debut last r,ion Jeff Ma~gert ... prov· b ack ~arterbaolc week and Is 15 ng once a~a n that ~olf in the FL ~ounda heavier than can suck jus asbacl aa he 
aat aeaaon ... Maybe NBA .. .Way to go guytl 
he swallowed his ego. 
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